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Preface

The purpose of this manual is to provide necessary information about explosives and blasting to allow individuals with oversight responsibility for reclamation blasting to make informed decisions about, and evaluation of, blasting plans, proposed techniques, and the results of reclamation blasting.

It is important that the user of the manual understand that neither this manual, nor the three-day workshop during which it will be used is designed to produce blasting "experts". This manual is a guide only, no matter how intensive the instruction or complete the information contained herein. Blasting experts are not produced in three days, or even three weeks—seminars, training sessions, and "how-to-do-it" books and pamphlets, including those of the author of this manual, not withstanding.

CAVEAT

The information contained herein is based upon the best available information, field tests, and the experience of any number of highly trained and qualified specialists in the use of explosives. However, there are no means by which this, or any other manual, or workshop, however long, can detail the specific equipment, explosives, and techniques needed to accomplish a particular result, in a particular place, and under particular circumstances. This is especially true of reclamation blasting since there are so many variables, differing requirements, different bench heights and numbers, and different rock formations. The basics are here, the use to which they are put should be in the hands of individuals who know a variety of blasting techniques, have wide ranging experience, and the education and training to put it all to use to accomplish a specific task, even though that individual may not have done exactly that task before.

MYSTIQUE AND BLACK MAGIC

Throughout this manual there is a great deal of information which, to lay-persons, may seem to fly in the face of what they have heard, been told, or seen in a John Wayne movie. A great deal of misinformation comes from blasters themselves. Some of that misinformation may come from a deliberate attempt to mystify their own work or to keep the uninformed, uninformed. Some bad information comes from less-than-candid information disseminated by salesmen or "technical representatives" of explosives distributors and manufacturers. Often this misinformation is given out more from a lack of real knowledge than from a deliberate attempt to mislead. Some of it is deliberately misleading. As an example:

A pamphlet published in 1968 by the E. I. duPont de Nemours (DuPont) company entitled "Controlled Blasting" states that "Sometimes wedges are placed in the hole to insure that the dynamite charges which have been taped to a line of detonating cord will be against the wall of the rock, in the direction in which the pre-split blast is to take place." The statement is paraphrased, but the sense of it is accurate. Picture if you will, a three-inch-diameter hole into which 1¼" x 8" cartridges taped to a line of detonating cord have been inserted. How do the cartridges get down to the bottom of the hole after the first one has been inserted? Note also that the word "sometimes" is used. This would suggest that it has been done. The question is, of course, by whom, and how?
Another example is from an older (circa 1968) version of the ubiquitous “Blaster’s Handbook”, also from DuPont. This states that when breaking boulders with what is called a “mud cap”, dynamite is placed on the rock, and then covered with about 6” to 8” of mud so that there will be 25 percent more effect going down. It takes no genius to figure out that where there is a product that will generate about 675,000 foot pounds of pressure at about 14,000 feet per second, the addition of 6” to 8” of mud will not apply 25 percent more pressure downward. Fortunately, that edition of the handbook is now out of date, but unfortunately, it is to be found on a great many bookshelves and is immediately taken down for reference any time blasting is the subject of discussion.

Examples of “black magic” abound in the blasting world. Let us dispel some of that magic now.

- Detonating cord will not cut down trees, cut reinforcing rod, or break the locks on prison cell doors.
- There is no known instance where a hand-held radio has caused premature detonation of an electric blasting cap.
- The odds against an electric blasting cap misfiring from an inherent failure are about 1,000,000:1.
- There is no relationship between the diameter of a borehole and the size of the stemming that should be used.
- Stemming does not hold gases in a borehole.
- The percentage rating of commercial explosives has no real relationship to how much work the explosive will do—it’s detonation pressure, or how much nitroglycerine is in the material. In fact, it really doesn’t mean anything.
- There is nothing safe about “safety fuse”.
- It is not “gases” that break rock. Nor is the rock “pulled” from the face.
- Sub-drill is not a function of the burden. It is, in fact, a function of the largest dimension in the blast geometry, which in most cases is, or should be, the spacing.

The black magic and mystique surrounding the whole field of explosives use is gradually being eroded. Blasting is now, finally, being looked at more and more as a science. Not a hard science, but a science none-the-less.

**BLASTING AS SCIENCE**

There is much yet to be learned about explosives and reactions to explosions. There are dozens of questions that can be asked, and indeed, should be asked. What is the role of stemming? How much more breakage occurs as powder factors are increased? How much delay timing per foot of burden is required for optimum fragmentation, and minimal displacement? Is there a means of mathematically determining optimum spacings and burdens based upon some relationship between the characteristics of a specific explosive and the characteristics of a specific rock formation?

The questions will go on and on. Unfortunately, there is an almost unbridgeable gap between those who do research into blast effects and those who need to know and understand that research because they use explosives in their daily work. Some laws of physics—immutable, fixed, unquestioned by anyone with some knowledge of science—are not even considered by blasters in the field. “Back break” is a perfect example. Back break can be, and often is, a rather serious problem. More often it is accepted, cursed, damned, and lived with. Yet the root cause is often a matter of “opposite and equal reaction”. The mass of rock forward of the final row of holes does not move sufficiently to allow complete movement of the rock in the
final row of holes. If the rock cannot go forward, much of the energy will go to the rear and up, causing back break and fly rock. Solution? Reduce the number of rows, increase the timing between the next to last and the last row, and reduce the burden by a foot or so.

Reduction of vibration is another example of "opposite and equal reaction". The greater the sub-drill, the greater the vibration that will result. Obviously! Sub-drill has, to all intents and purposes, no relief. The burden is infinite. The vibration is omnidirectional with no path of relief, the result of which is added particle displacement, which is of course, vibration. Another example that should be part of the knowledge of every blaster is that in delayed blasts, square patterns produce greater vibration, pound for pound, than do rectangular patterns, provided that there is hole for hole and row for row delay.

**OPINIONS**

What follows in this manual is NOT a matter of opinion, this author's or anyone else's. Everything here has been checked and double checked so that no one can point at any specific statement and say with any accuracy, "That is a matter of opinion", or worse yet, "That's your opinion". Wherever and whenever an opinion is required, or stated, there will be a preface such as, "It is .......... 's opinion that....." Or, "It is my opinion that....." In these cases, take the opinion for exactly what it is—an opinion, not to be confused with fact, or even, necessarily, rational thought.

It is this author's opinion that opinions should be relegated to horse racing, poker, politics, and religion. In these instances, opinions are all that really matter, and the facts are what we want them to be.
Chapter 1:
Glossary of Terms

All disciplines have their own terminology. Some terminology, in some disciplines, is so esoteric that it becomes almost unintelligible. And in some instances, not just almost, either. Blasting is no exception, though there are few terms which are not self-explanatory. It is also well to note that in some parts of the U.S., a term means one thing, and in other parts, the same term means something rather different. In the eastern part of the U.S. and in Hawaii, where I started into blasting, "rip-rap" meant, and probably still means, big boulders, three, to four feet in one or more dimensions. Here in the Northwest, "rip-rap" means somewhere around 18" to 24", or thereabouts, depending upon the requirements. A "jack-hammer" meant to me a hammer that breaks up pavement. In other places it means a hand held rock drill. Sometimes it can mean either. This glossary then is to insure that we all speak the same language, the same "lingo". Besides, some of the terms are great to throw out just to let others know that we know.

air blast (over pressure) — That portion of the shock wave generated from an explosion that is directly transmitted through the air.

air gap (air deck) — A method of blasting utilizing "decoupling", where a charge is placed in a borehole, but the entire hole is not loaded. The top portion of the hole is tightly stemmed, leaving a gap of air between the top of the charge and the bottom of the plug used to hold the stemming in the borehole. It can be used in boulder breaking; to avoid throw from the top, or to reduce explosives where there is a relieved burden.

AN-FO — A chemical compound consisting of ammonium-nitrate prills (prills being small roundish beads, usually white, unless dyed to insure proper mix) and fuel oil (generally diesel fuel, though any carbonaceous material can be, and sometimes is, used). The mix is 94 percent AN to 6 percent fuel oil. The resultant mix is classified as a blasting agent.

axial priming — A technique of priming and initiating AN-FO charges in a borehole along the long axis of the column of AN-FO, as opposed to end priming, where the initiating charge is placed at the bottom of the borehole. Used primarily to increase detonation velocity of AN-FO in small diameter holes (4" or less). The priming column need not be centered, but should be sufficient to make up about 25 percent of the total volume of explosives in the borehole, for example, loading 2" x 16"-sticks of high explosive into a 3.5"-diameter hole and filling the annular space with AN-FO. Velocity of detonation (VOD) of AN-FO in a 3.5" hole is about 10,000-11,000 feet per second. If the hole is axially primed as noted, the VOD will increase to the VOD of the priming explosive.

back break — Rock broken beyond the limits of the last row of holes in a blast pattern. Often the cause of over size material in subsequent blasts. There is an old blasting axiom that applies here, "What you see is what you get". If there is back break, the boulders visible in the back wall will probably wind up in the muck pile of the next blast.

bench — The horizontal ledge in a quarry or mine face, along which holes are drilled vertically and parallel to the face.

blasting agent — Any material or mixture consisting of a combustible and an oxidizer, which is intended for blasting use, and not otherwise classified as an explosive; provided that the finished product, as mixed and packaged, cannot be detonated by a #8 test blasting cap. (#8 test cap not to be confused with a #8 delay blasting cap. Most commercial blasting caps are rated as #6 caps.)

boot-leg (rifling, shotgunning, sometimes "blow out") — Where the blast fails to cause rock breakage, and stemming is blown out of the borehole. Caused by insufficient explosives for the amount of burden or incomplete detonation of the explosive charge.

borehole — A hole drilled into rock, or other hard material, for the placement of explosives.
bridging – Where a column of explosives in a borehole is broken either by improper placement, or, as in the case of poured explosives such as a slurry or emulsion, some foreign matter has blocked the borehole. Literally, a bridge across the borehole.

burden – The distance from a row of holes to the nearest free face, or the next adjacent row of holes.

cap sensitive – The ability of an explosive to be detonated by a #8 test blasting cap. Cap sensitive explosives are often referred to as high explosives though some non-cap sensitive explosives, when properly initiated, will detonate at high velocity.

characteristic impedance – A characteristic of rock having to do with its resistance to breakage and movement from its in situ position. Henceforth the "Z" of the rock.

C.D. blasting machine (condenser discharge) – A blasting machine that uses batteries to energize one or more capacitors, the stored energy of which is released into an electric blasting circuit in a single pulse when the release switch is thrown or the release button is pushed.

connecting wire – Wire used in an electrical blasting circuit to extend the length of leg wires or lead wires.

connector – Often called a "surface connector", it is a device used to initiate a delay in a non-electric delay blasting circuit. Often used to delay from row to row. It is, in effect, a delay blasting cap laying on the surface of the blast area.

coupling – (1) Direct contact between explosives and the rock or other material that is to be blasted. (2) A metal sleeve with interior threads, used to join two lengths of drill steel together.

cushion blasting – The detonation of a single row of holes drilled along a neat line, to shear the web between the boreholes, to produce a clean final wall. Detonation takes place after detonation of production holes. Also used as a term to describe an old pre-split method where, after placement of the string charges in the boreholes, the holes were backfilled with sand or gravel, thereby literally "cushioning" the blast. The effect was to quire holes closer together and therefore a great deal more explosives, detonating cord, etc., since the sand or gravel absorbed explosives energy. Widely encouraged by manufacturers during the late 1960s and early 1970s, for obvious reasons.

cut-off – Where all or a portion of a column of explosives has failed to detonate due to bridging, or where one or more holes has failed to detonate due to a shift in the rock formation from earlier detonations, which causes detonations or reactive shock tubes to part and the caps in the lower portion of the hole to fail to detonate.

deflagration – Fast burning of any substance. Where an explosive has failed to properly detonate, but burns very rapidly. May appear as an explosion under some circumstances. (VOD 6,000-7,000 fps)

delay blasting – The use of delay blasting caps to initiate a blasting circuit. Should include delay from hole to hole, and row to row.

delay element – That portion of a delay blasting cap, either electric or non-electric, which causes a delay between the instant of impression of electric or explosive energy on the cap, and when the base portion of the blasting cap detonates.

detonating cord – A plastic and/or fabric covered core of high explosive used to initiate other charges of explosives. Most common name is "Prima-Cord", which was, and is, a registered trademark of the Ensign-Bickford Company, which first manufactured the product. Sometimes erroneously referred to as "primer cord".

detonation pressure – A mathematically derived expression of the amount of "work" an explosive will do. A function of the density and detonation velocity of the material. Referred to herein as the "K" of the explosive.

\[ K = 0.418 \times D_e \times \left( \frac{\text{VOD}}{1000} \right)^2 \]

\[ \left( 0.8D_e + 1 \right) \]
down-the-hole drill – A pneumatic (sometimes hydraulic) rotary-percussion drill where the hammer is mounted behind the bit, and tubes rather than drill steels are coupled behind the hammer. All rock-breaking impact takes place in the hole while a rotation motor on the feed (mast), rotates the tubes, hammer, and bit. In the U.S., most D-T-H drills use bits in excess of 5” in diameter.

drifter drill – The most commonly used rotary-percussion drill in the U.S. on which the hammer (drifter) is mounted on a mast, or feed, and the impact energy is transmitted to the bit through a striking bar, coupling, and one or more drill steels, in that order.

face – That portion of a rock mass that has been previously blasted or that is open and will provide relief for a subsequent blast.

fly rock – Rock thrown from a blast area, sometimes at very high velocity and for great distances. The single most common cause of death, injury, and property damage due to blasting. Often caused by too little stemming, excessive powder factors, improper use of delay patterns or incorrect drill alignment. Though it has been known for years that fly-rock is the prime cause of death and injury, few blasters are held accountable for the results therefrom. There is usually little or no excuse for rocks flying out of the blast area.

galvanometer (blaster’s) – An instrument used to measure resistance in an electric circuit. Under no circumstances should any galvanometer that was not specifically designed for blasting circuits be used to test an electric blasting circuit.

gap sensitivity – The distance, usually in inches, sometimes in feet, at which a primed explosive charge when detonated will initiate another unprimed charge of the same weight of the same explosive.

lead wire – Wire used between a blasting circuit and a blasting machine. Usually relatively thick (12 ga.), always two single strands.

LEDC – Low-energy detonating cord. Detonating cord with less than 10 grains of explosive per foot. Sometimes used as initiator of non-electric blasting caps.

leg wires – Wires leading from the top end of an electric blasting cap. Used to connect caps in series.

millisecond delay caps – Delay electric blasting caps having a built-in delay element, usually in increments of 25 milliseconds from cap to cap in the lower periods, and 50 or 100 milliseconds in the higher periods. Most caps now made are 25 milliseconds apart, cap to cap for 20 periods or more.

misfire – Any explosive charge or portion thereof that, for any reason, has failed to detonate as planned. Where there are cut-offs of non-els, entire boreholes or even whole sections of the blast may misfire.

muck or muck pile – The pile of broken rock that has resulted from a blast.

multimeter (blaster’s) – An instrument used for accurately measuring resistance, amperes, and voltage (AC and DC) much more accurately than can be accomplished with a blaster’s galvanometer. Again, only a multimeter specifically designed for blasting circuits should be used for testing such circuits.

nitroglycerine (NG) – A powerful liquid explosive that is very sensitive to impact, heat, and friction. It is almost never used in its pure form, except in movies where the “pete” man blows the bank vault. It is still used in the manufacture of dynamites though the percentage is now much less than in the days of straight dynamites. It is from straight dynamite that we get our “percentage” ratings, which by now are meaningless. A stick of 60 percent gelatin dynamite does not contain 60 percent nitroglycerine and hasn’t for about half a century or more.

nitroglycerine headache (dynamite headache) – An extremely severe headache caused by inhaling fumes from, or handling of, NG-based explosives (dynamites of all kinds). Severity varies from person to person and can become incapacitating. Medical studies have shown that ingestion of vitamin C, as found in orange juice or grapefruit juice, will mitigate the severity, if not eliminate, the headache. Juice should be taken before, during, and after handling of NG-based explosives, particularly in hot, dry weather.
non-el initiation systems — A non-electric initiation system in which the impulse to initiate the detonators is provided by the ignition of a reactive powder contained in a plastic tube. Trade names include E-Z Dets, Detaline, Detaprime, etc. Delay time where the tubes connect on the surface is generally set at 25 milliseconds. Delay time of the blasting cap is generally set at 350 milliseconds. Extreme care must be exercised when using non-el since they are susceptible to cut-offs, regardless of manufacturers’ insistence to the contrary.

overburden — Material lying on top of rock to be blasted; usually refers to dirt, but can mean another softer type of rock, such as shale over-lying hard limestone.

plaster shot (mud cap) — An explosive charge placed on a material to be blasted, usually a boulder, and covered with clay or dirt, the purpose of which is not to increase breakage, since the clay or dirt will not do so, but merely to hold the charge on the boulder.

powder factor — The amount of explosives used to blast a given amount of material, expressed in pounds per cubic yard.

pre-splitting — Stress relief involving a single row of holes, closely spaced, drilled along a neat excavation line, where detonation of the explosives in the boreholes causes shearing of the web of rock between the holes. Pre-split holes are fired in advance of the production blasts.

primer — A cartridge of explosives incorporating a blasting cap, used to initiate the rest of a column of explosives or other explosive charge. Not to be confused with CAST primers, which are special primers generally made of cylindrically cast, hardened PETN, RDX, Pentolite, etc., and used in conjunction with a blasting cap as a primer for blasting agents or other non-cap sensitive explosives, such as slurries, emulsions and water gels.

propagation — The detonation of one particle of an explosive that is in direct contact with another, by the detonation of the first particle (one after the other).

seismic velocity ($V_{se}$) — The speed at which an acoustical or sonic wave will travel through a mass of rock, including discontinuities, planes of separation, etc.

sequential timer — A capacitor discharge blasting machine, which through electronic means can initiate as many as 10 separate circuits through a circuit board. Timing between circuits can be set at the machine, and each circuit will initiate sequentially.

shunt — A piece of metal connecting together the leg wires of an electric blasting cap to prevent stray currents from prematurely initiating the cap.

sinker drill — A hand-held pneumatic rotary-percussion drill used to drill shallow, small-diameter holes.

sonic velocity ($V_{so}$) — The speed at which an acoustical or sonic wave will travel through an homogenous mass of rock. Used in determining hardness and impedance ($Z$) of rock through the Uniform Rock Classification System.

spacing — The distance between holes in a row, measured center to center.

stemming — Material placed in a borehole after the borehole has been loaded with explosives, ostensibly to seal in explosives gases and to reduce noise created by the detonation of explosives. There is little to suggest that stemming holds in gases, since breakage almost always starts at the bottom of the borehole, and rock breakage has occurred long before stemming is reached by the explosion, consequently gases generated are already being released through the broken rock. Recent research indicates that there is little value to stemming, and the use of special gravel, etc., is an exercise in futility, particularly when drill fines are immediately available.

strength — In the very dim past, the strength of an explosive could be matched to an explosive that contained a given percentage, by weight, of nitroglycerine. Though the percentage system is still more or less used by manufacturers, the system has, and should have, fallen into some disrepute. That an explosive is advertised as having a given percentage rating means little or nothing other than as an advertisement.

sub-drill — That portion of the borehole that is drilled below expected grade so that breakage will occur at or below grade.

toe — A high spot left at the base or grade of a blast.
toe holes – Holes drilled horizontally into the bottom of an open face.

velocity (VOD) – The speed, in feet per second or meters per second, at which an explosive detonates.

water gel (slurry, emulsion, etc.) – An explosive compound generally consisting of powdered aluminum, ammonium nitrate, gelling agents, and other chemicals, sometimes including mono-amino-nitrate (MAN). May or may not be cap sensitive. Generally packaged in plastic tubes to form sausages. Contains no nitroglycerine or other well-known high explosive.
Chapter 2: Properties of Explosives

INTRODUCTION

Good, well-controlled blasts are the results of a great many factors, such as:

- charge geometry
- drill pattern
- powder factor
- rock characteristics
- delay pattern
- delay timing

Perhaps the most important of all is the type of explosive used. Unfortunately, too many blasters use one type of explosive from job to job, from year to year. If the characteristics of the rock formation include high specific gravity (2.6+) and high V_{so} (15,000 fps+), an explosive with properties such as high VOD and high density should properly be used. Its use will result in a high detonation pressure or “K”, and a much higher shattering effect than from explosives with a low VOD and density.

PROPERTIES COMMON TO ALL EXPLOSIVES

Though explosives vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, all explosives, to one degree or another, have properties in common. As a case in point, temperature has little or no effect on dynamites, AN-FO, blasting caps, cast primers, etc. It has a distinct and definitive effect on water gels, emulsions, and slurries. So much so, in fact, that extremely low temperatures will cause most water gels to completely fail to detonate, or even worse, some might and some might not. Temperature stability, therefore, is one property common to some explosives and not to others. Below are listed the significant properties of all commercial explosives:

- velocity of detonation
- sensitivity
- safety characteristics
- classification
- density
- energy output
- temperature stability
- detonation pressure
- water resistance
- shelf life

VELOCITY OF DETONATION

Velocity of detonation, known as VOD, is the speed, in feet per second or meters per second, at which an explosive detonates. Typical commercial explosives have VODs ranging from 8000 fps to 25,000 fps (2450 mps–7925 mps). This velocity is referred to as the steady-state velocity (SSV). VOD remains, for the most part, constant throughout the column, but varies greatly from explosive to explosive. The velocity is the result of specific chemical action, particle size, density, and of course, chemical composition. VOD can also be affected by the degree of confinement and explosive diameter. All explosives have what is known as “critical diameter”. Critical diameter is defined as the diameter below which the explosive will either fail to completely detonate or detonate or deflagrate below its normal steady-state velocity.

EXPLOSIVE DENSITY

The density of an explosive is its specific weight in grams per cubic centimeter (gr/cc). Distilled water at 62°F has a density of 1.00 gr/cc. If the explosive has a density less than one, as AN-FO at .85 gr/cc, the material will float in water. If the density is greater than 1.00 gr/cc, the material will sink through water, as with gelatin-ammonia dynamite at about 1.3 gr/cc.
As a rule, but only as a rule and not to be assumed to be an “always”, the higher the density of an explosive, the more energy output that can be expected. However, particularly with water gels, there are instances where density and energy output are not related. There is a difference between bulk density and cartridge density. Bulk density may be as high as 1.25 gr/cc, while each cartridge in a case, because it is contained in a plastic wrapper, may have air spaces, which will lower the density to a low as 1.1 gr/cc.

DETONATION PRESSURE

Detonation pressure (DP), is usually measured in kilobars. One bar is equal to 14,504 psi, which is slightly lower than atmospheric pressure at sea level where a bar is equal to 14.7 psi. A kilobar then is equal to 14,504 psi. High DP, or the “K” of an explosive, is a good indicator that an explosive will produce fragmentation in a hard consolidated material, while an explosive with a lower K will produce a “heaving” effect and is usually used in softer materials or where there are three-dimensional planes of separation in the rock structure.

One formula, developed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines Twin Cities Research Center, is found in the glossary under detonation pressure. Another, used by several manufacturers, is:

\[ K = 0.2325 \times D_e \times (VOD / 1000)^2 \]

The latter formula produces a higher K factor than does the Bureau of Mines formula, though the difference is only a matter of about 10 percent.

SENSITIVITY

There are three types of sensitivity that effect explosive use and performance: (1) gap sensitivity, (2) initiation sensitivity, and (3) critical diameter.

Gap sensitivity denotes the ability of an explosive of a given type, when detonated, to cause detonation of the same quantity of that explosive across a gap of air. This gap is often determined by using 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)” x 8” cartridges, both confined and unconfined. Explosives less sensitive than NG-based dynamites are tested in much larger diameters. It should be noted that some explosives, particularly water gels, emulsions, and slurries, have little or no gap sensitivity. Unless cartridges of these explosives are in absolute contact with each other, propagation up the borehole will not occur. Wherever there is the slightest gap between cartridges, detonation will stop, and gases produced by those cartridges that did detonate will probably cause a blow-out of the borehole and scattering of undetonated cartridges around the blast area.

Initiation sensitivity is the ease with which the explosive will detonate under impact from a #6 or #8 test blasting cap. Most cap-sensitive, or “Class A” high explosives are easily detonated by a #6 test blasting cap. All blasting agents will not detonate when initiated with a #8 test blasting cap.

Critical diameter (CD) is that diameter below which the explosive will fail to detonate or will deflagrate. Most NG-based explosives will reliably detonate in as little as \(\frac{7}{8}\)" diameter though, as a rule, the VOD will be substantially lower than larger diameter cartridges of the same explosive. High explosive water gels are generally marginal at about 1” diameter. Class “B”, or propellant, explosives have a critical diameter as high as 2–3”, and some blasting agent emulsions and slurries have a much higher CD.
ENERGY OUTPUT

Explosive energy, when released into the surrounding medium, takes two different forms—detonation pressure and borehole pressure. Detonation pressure, or shock pressure, exerts a pressure that causes fragmentation. Borehole pressure is built up due to gases released by the detonation and is much slower acting than detonation pressure. Borehole pressure may be responsible for some fragmentation, but is the primary cause of rock displacement.

The measurement of energy release is a matter of considerable debate. Manufacturers of explosives use differing methods of measurement. The "energy" each refers to is illustrated or explained according to that manufacturer's own agenda. One manufacturer uses a simple bar graph to compare one explosive to another. Another uses calculated explosive energy divided into four sections. Absolute weight strength (AWS), absolute bulk strength (ABS), relative weight strength (RWS), and relative bulk strength (RBS) are measured in calories per cubic centimeter (cal/cc). AWS measures the absolute amount of energy in calories available in every gram of explosive, while ABS measures the absolute energy in each cubic centimeter of explosive. Relative strength, on the other hand, measures the energy available per weight of the explosive compared to an equal weight of AN-F0, and the same comparison for the bulk of each.

The Institute of Makers of Explosives (IME) uses a system of percentage ratings. An explanation of this rating, ostensibly adopted by the members of the IME, is contained in a letter addressed to me in response to my question, in writing, as to just what the rating system means and how it applies to use by blasters in the field. A copy of that letter is found at the end of this chapter.

It must be kept in mind that there are no regulations of any kind that require manufacturers to give any information or even tell the truth in their advertising. Energy output information can be misleading and can be, and often is, misunderstood. But one thing it is not, and that is—necessary for the blaster in the field. What the blaster in the field needs to know relative to energy is the VOD, density, and critical diameter if applicable.

WATER RESISTANCE

Depending upon their chemical make-up, some explosives will fail to detonate or fail to sustain detonation when exposed to water for periods of time. AN-F0, for instance, is extremely hygroscopic and will dissolve in or absorb water, thereby changing its chemical structure and causing the explosive to fail to detonate. Explosives such as "gelatin" dynamite are impregnated with nitrocellulose (NC) to enhance their tolerance to water (as well as explosive energy) through the waterproofing capability of the NC. Technical data sheets about explosives nearly always indicate tolerance to water as "excellent", "good", "fair", or "poor". As a rule of thumb, an explosive rated excellent will withstand water degradation for an indefinite period, those rated good will withstand submergence for about 24 hours or more, those rated fair last for about 1–3 hours, and those rated poor should not be used in the presence of water.

It should be noted that the so-called "WR" AN-FOs are water resistant, not waterproof. This blasting agent should not be poured into water-filled holes, though it can be used where there is some minor seepage or where there has been water and the water has been evacuated through pumping.

SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS

All commercial explosives are subjected to various tests to determine their safety characteristics. All of the following tests are conducted by the manufacturers, and
by government agencies as well, including the U.S. Bureau of Mines and the U.S. Army Picatinny Arsenal Testing Facility. The tests and how they are conducted are described below:

**drop impact** – Weights are dropped from various heights onto the explosive which has been placed on a steel plate, to determine sensitivity to impact caused by falling objects. The usual test is a 5-Kg (11 lb) weight (usually a steel ball) dropped from various heights up to 100 cm or 1 meter (39 inches).

**sliding rod** – This tests the effect of a glancing blow from a steel object to determine if the blow creates smoke, burning, or detonation.

**projectile tests** – The explosive is tested under impact from rifle, pistol, and shotgun fire.

**friction pendulum** – Explosives are subjected to the friction created by two pieces of steel sliding across the explosive.

**burning** – The explosive is burned in both small and large quantities, spread out, and piled up, using wood and diesel fuel as the igniting medium, to test the ability to withstand heat.

**static electricity** – Samples of the explosive are subjected to charges of static electricity in the range of 20,000 volts. Blasting agents must withstand 25,000 volts.

**temperature stability** – Most dynamites contain enough ethylene glycol, (anti-freeze agent) to prevent freezing except under the most rigid circumstances. Dynamite has been left in the Antarctic for 6 months and later successfully used. However, as with most substances, dynamite gets stiff and hard to handle when it is cold. Water gels, on the other hand, since they contain a great deal of water, will freeze at the freezing point of water and will get stiff and hard to tamp when it is cold. Most will fail to propagate below freezing temperatures. (See Chapter 3: Types of Explosives.)

**shelf life** – NG-based explosives undergo changes after periods of time and temperature cycling from hot to cold. These changes do not appreciably affect the energy output of the explosive. Stocks should be rotated periodically so that the oldest explosive will be used first. The shelf life of water gels, emulsions, and slurries, on the other hand, is limited by chemical cross-linking, etc. If the technical bulletin for the particular explosive or blasting agent does not indicate its shelf life in specific terms, the user should request the information, in writing, from the manufacturer’s representative. Every case of explosive of any kind has a code date stamped on it. This should be checked before the explosive is used. Most water gels have a shelf life of about 9 months. Any explosive of this type that has a code date older than 9 months should be considered suspect.

**classification** – Explosives are classified by the U.S. Department of Transportation in the following manner:

- **Class A** – Explosives composed of detonable material such as nitroglycerine, lead azide, etc. All detonators, cast primers, detonating cord, cap-sensitive emulsions, water gels, and slurries are Class A.

- **Class B** – Explosives that possess flammable hazard such as propellants, propellant explosives, flash powder, pyrotechnics, etc.

- **Class C** – Explosives that contain Class A or Class B explosives or both, but in very small quantities.

**blasting agents** – these compounds have been defined in the Glossary.
Mr. Albert E. Teller  
Explosives Services Co.  
P.O. Box 664  
Issaquah, Washington 98027  

Dear Sir:  

We were given your letter of August 7 in which you posed several questions regarding explosives energies. For responding to your inquiry as to how we measure the explosive's energy, please see the attached article "Measuring Explosives Energy Underwater" by E. K. Hurley. TNT has a measured weight energy of 1,080,000 ft. lbs./lb. as compared to ANFO at a value of 1,080,000 ft. lbs./lb. TNT in solid form, however, would have a higher volume energy because of its higher specific gravity.  

Example:  

\[ \text{TNT's measured weight energy at 1.55 sp. gr. = 1,080,000 ft. lbs./lb} = 96.7 \text{ lbs. of explosive per ft}^3 \]  
\[ 1.55 \times 62.4 = 96.7 \text{ lbs. of explosive per ft}^3 \]  
\[ 96.7 \times 1,080,000 = 104,436,000 \text{ ft. lbs./ft}^3 \]  

\[ \text{ANFO's measured energy at .80 sp. gr. = 1,080,000 ft. lbs./lb} = 50 \text{ lbs. per ft}^3 \]  
\[ .80 \times 62.4 = 50 \text{ lbs. per ft}^3 \]  
\[ 50 \times 1,080,000 = 54,000,000 \text{ ft. lbs./ft}^3 \]  

The weight strength of an explosive is calculated using a series of factors or multipliers (system developed by the Institute of Makers of Explosives) applying to the various ingredients. For example, nitroglycerine has a value of 1.0 as does PETN. Nitrocellulose, TNT, and ammonium nitrate have strength factors of .7 in this system. To illustrate, an explosive containing 13.0% nitroglycerine, 74.3% ammonium nitrate, and 12.7% of non-explosive ingredients would have a weight strength of 65%, i.e.:  

\[ 13.0 \times 1.0 = 13.0\% \]  
\[ 74.3 \times 0.7 = 52.0\% \]  
\[ 12.7 \times 0.0 = 0.0\% \]  
\[ 65.0\% \text{ Total wt. strength} \]  

* A foot pound is a unit of energy or work being equal to the work done in raising a 1 pound weight a height of 1 foot.  

** 62.4 = weight of 1 ft\(^3\) of water.
Mr. Albert E. Teller  
Explosives Services Co.

August 22, 1980

Unigel has a measured energy of \(0.95 \times 10^6\) ft. lbs./lb. compared to Hercomix 1 (or ANFO) at a value of 1.08 to \(1.10 \times 10^6\) ft. lbs./lb. On a weight basis then ANFO is stronger than Unigel. On a volume energy basis, however, Unigel has \(77 \times 10^6\) ft. lbs./ft\(^3\) while ANFO is only \(54 \times 10^6\) ft. lbs./ft\(^3\) (refer to enclosed Explosives Engineers Guide).

It is our opinion that our system of measured energy is a very realistic and easily understood system for energy evaluation of explosives. You'll note in the enclosed "Guide" that we have related all of our products' energies to ANFO on both a weight and volume basis. This system lends itself well to determining adjustments in drilling patterns when changing from one explosive to another.

Please advise if we can be of any further assistance.

Yours very truly,

W. C. Burkle  
Manager, Technical Service  
Explosives & Nitrogen Products

WCB: mbb  
Attachments
Chapter 3: Types of Explosives

INTRODUCTION
There are three classes of commercial explosives. In the previous chapter, these were noted as Class A, Class B, and Class C. Blasting agents are used as explosives but not directly classified as such. While the “Class”ifications are instituted by the U.S. Department of Transportation as a means to regulate interstate transportation of explosives, they also denote types of explosives.

CLASS A EXPLOSIVES
There are two types of Class A explosives. All can be initiated with a #6 test blasting cap. NG-based explosives are always referred to as dynamites, while those that have other explosive ingredients are usually referred to as water gels.

Dynamites
Dynamites can be made water resistant and even waterproof by the addition of nitrocellulose. Figure 3-1 is a schematic of how the addition of nitrocellulose changes the explosive from one that cannot be used in water to one that will withstand water pressures almost permanently:

Blasting gelatin. At the top right hand side of the chart is blasting gelatin. Blasting gelatin is NG with NC added. Blasting gelatin is rarely used except under very special circumstances and need not be considered further.

Nitroglycerine. At the top left hand side of the chart is nitroglycerine. It is never used in construction or mining.

Straight gelatin. The second item on the right is straight gelatin, which has a reduced amount of NG and NC with additives included but without the addition of AN. In general it is NG, NC, and some chalk (yes! chalk) and sodium nitrate. It is seldom used in commercial blasting.

![Figure 3-1. Nitroglycerin explosives family. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 1.3.)](image-url)
Straight dynamite. The second item on the left is straight dynamite, which is non-waterproof and rarely used except in the 30 percent to 50 percent grades. These are often used in ditching through damp soil, swamps, etc. It does not have good water resistance, and if used in very wet ground, must be initiated as soon as possible.

Ammonia gelatin dynamite. The third item on the right hand side is ammonia gelatin dynamite (AGD), which is an NG dynamite with the addition of ammonium nitrate. The VOD is lower than either straight dynamite or straight gelatin, and it has a lower density and is less expensive than either of the others.

Ammonia dynamite. The third item on the left hand side is ammonia dynamite, which is the same as AGD but does not contain nitrocellulose for waterproofing. It should not be used in wet conditions.

Semi-gelatin dynamite. In between ammonia dynamite and ammonia gelatin dynamite is found semi-gelatin dynamite. This is a low-velocity, medium-to-low-density explosive, which while it does not have the waterproof capabilities of AGD, is somewhat better than AD, in that there is some NC included in the formulation. Again, it has a lower VOD and density than either AD or AGD.

The Dc and VOD of all NG-based explosives can be increased or decreased according to the requirements of the project. Actually, both are set by chemical formula, and the individual user must select that which best fits the work at hand.

What's in a name?

In the case of explosives, not much, really. Many of the same, or nearly the same, products will carry different names at different prices, depending upon the use to which the manufacturer thinks they should be put, and what the market will pay. Explosives should be selected only on the basis of what is needed for a specific application—VOD, density, packaging, water resistance, and/or last but not least, delivery service and price.

Figure 3-2 lists the properties of Atlas NG dynamites:

In the chart, there are trade names. It is well to note that the name of the explosive does not always indicate its real properties. A good example is "Extra Dynamite". It is not extra at all. It is a low-velocity, low-density ammonia dynamite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density (g/cc)</th>
<th>Detonation pressure (kbar)</th>
<th>Absolute bulk strength (cal/cc)</th>
<th>Relative bulk strength (RNO = 100)</th>
<th>Confined velocity (ft/sec)</th>
<th>Water resistance</th>
<th>Fume class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petrogel</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ses-Prime</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Primer</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>1,450</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Ditch 1000</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>1,450</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-Prime</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>1,410</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant Gelatin</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1,320</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Ditch 750</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>Good 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogetol 330</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelmax</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1,175</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>Good 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Ditch 500</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>Good 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Dynamite</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1,005</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>Fair 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolte 5P</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>8,700</td>
<td>Poor P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolte 5MR</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>10,500</td>
<td>Poor P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolte 5U</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>15,500</td>
<td>Fair 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolte 5LR</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>Fair 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolte 8S</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>Good P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolte 8R</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>Good P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gel-Coolte 3</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1,105</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>Good P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gel-Coolte 2</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1,215</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>Excellent P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleen-Kut C</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1,185</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>Good N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleen-Kut E</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>9,200</td>
<td>Poor N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleen-Kut U</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>9,200</td>
<td>Poor 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: P = explosive meets "permustable fuse standards"; N/A = not applicable.

Figure 3-2. Properties of Atlas nitroglycerin explosives. (Modified from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, table 3.3.)
mite with a bit more AN added than is found in the higher-velocity, higher-density AN dynamites. It is from that extra AN that it probably gets its name.

The chart shows an explosive called Petro-Gel. This is an explosive used for oil exploration as well as a process called "fracking", into which we need not go in this manual. It is basically a straight gelatin.

Seis-Prime is not all that different from Petro-Gel, and it is used pretty much for the same purposes. The difference may be that the Seis-Prime has cartridges that screw into each other so that the charges can be lowered down a borehole one at a time.

Packaging
Dynamite packaging is generally in "sticks" (Fig. 3-3). The sticks range in size from \( \frac{3}{8}'' \times 12'' \) for pre-split explosives, which weigh about .25 lbs. (There is a mystique, untrue of course, that pre-split charges should be .25 lbs of explosive per foot of borehole.) The \( 1.25'' \times 8'' \) sticks weigh about .5 lbs each. The \( 2'' \times 16'' \), a ubiquitous size used as a primer for AN-FO among other things, weigh about 2.2 lbs each. The \( 3'' \times 16'' \) sticks weigh about 5 lbs each. In very large diameter holes, such as those used by the Mesabi Range and other open pit mines, some dynamite charges come as large as 8–10" in diameter and weigh 200 and even 300 lbs. All are "sticks". In the future, if anyone asks how much damage can be done by a stick of dynamite, ask first, "What size stick are you talking about?"

Advantages of dynamites
- Easily initiated with a #6 commercial cap.
- Relatively impervious to weather conditions, hot or cold.
- Generally high VOD and \( D_c \).
- Generally good water resistance (gelatins, and semi-gelatins only).
- Excellent propagating capabilities.
- High gap sensitivity.
- Will sympathetically detonate in water in case sticks "float" in water-filled holes.

Figure 3-3. Dynamite products. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 3.4.)
• Can be obtained in varying types of packaging and varying sizes.
• Needs no priming.

**Disadvantages of Dynamites**
• Requires special magazines for storage.
• Generally higher in cost than water gels.
• Nitroglycerine headaches.
• Use, storage, handling, and transportation closely regulated by a variety of agencies.
• Post-blast fumes are somewhat toxic.
• Non-gelatin dynamites are not compatible with water.

**Water gels**

Water gels, slurries, emulsions have been on the market since the late 1960s. In the early 1970s, DuPont Explosives (now ETI) announced that it would no longer produce dynamites, but would concentrate only on water gels, slurries, and emulsions. DuPont marketed its water gel as TOVEX™. DuPont also predicted, through articles in trade magazines written by their tech reps and distributors, that in 10 years there would be no dynamite manufactured.

There can be no doubt that water gels, etc., have made extremely heavy in-roads into the dynamite market.

Water gels, slurries, and emulsions consist of a solution of oxidizers suspended in microscopically fine drops that are surrounded by a fuel. The mixture, an emulsion, is stabilized by addition of an emulsifying or gelling agent. This agent determines and controls the density of the compound, which can run from .85 gr/cc to as high as 1.35 gr/cc with a detonation velocity from 19,000 fps to as low as 14,000 fps. In small diameters, (1¼") the VOD may well go below 14,000 fps.

Figure 3-4 shows the advertised technical data for Atlas Emulsions (now ICI, USA) found in an excellent book about explosives entitled "Explosives and Rock Blasting", which was published by Atlas and can now be obtained from ICI, USA, 15301 Dallas Parkway, Dallas, TX 75248, or any distributor of Atlas or ICI products.

Water gels are relatively rigidly packaged and are fairly granular when the packages are slit. Emulsions, on the other hand, tend to be more oily and will ooze rather rapidly when the packaging is cut or slit. It must also be stated that ICI produces an emulsion that is cap-sensitive, packaged in cardboard containers or in parafined paper wrappers, and is grainy and not the least bit oily. The cartridges can be, and often are, slit or cut in half.

**Water resistance** of water gels is generally excellent, even when the cartridges are cut or slit for tampering in the hole. Water found in a borehole will rarely have a temperature below about 45°F, so cold water will have little effect on performance.

**Temperature** is a distinct and important concern when using cap-sensitive, as well as non-cap-sensitive water gels. It is a subject that manufacturers would rather not discuss too openly. Too often, however, blasters who are not familiar with the temperature limitations of water gels, slurries, and emulsions, find themselves with unbroken rock, cartridges scattered across the landscape, and if a sub-contractor, confronted by a red faced, angry, cursing individual with an 18" crescent wrench in his hand. Too often at this point, the distributor of the explosive or the technical representative is seen only as a distant figure in a car, heading to his next blast. Much as the Ensign-Bickford Company, which manufactures detonating cord under the trade name "Prima-Cord", never admitted or even mentioned the problems of "dead-press" or stemming ejection when detonating cord is used as a "down-
line”, so too, there are few caveats (Latin for beware) warning of temperature problems from manufacturers of water gels.

Water gels are relatively easy to use in temperatures above 35°F. As temperatures drop below that point, heavy priming is required. Even though the explosive is ostensibly cap-sensitive, most require that special primers be placed over the cap before it is used to prime the cartridge. Below about 20°F, the user should get some assurance (in writing or on a published tech sheet) that the suggested priming will cause detonation and propagation of that detonation up the borehole. Water gels also become rather stiff and difficult to slit or prime in temperatures of 35°F and below.

**Advantages of water gels**
- Less expensive than dynamos, but not much.
- No dynamite headache (which is an advantage for some people).
- Less sensitive to detonation from impact by a bullet.
- Almost always water-proof, even when cartridges are slit.

**Disadvantages of water gels**
- Temperature sensitive (product temperature, not ambient temperature).
- Often has low density.
- Gap sensitivity is so small as to be non-existent.
- Some water gels tend to ooze when slit.
- The material will stick to borehole walls.
- Shelf life is limited to about 9 months.

### Table 3-4: Atlas Emulsion Explosive System technical data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Density (g/cc)</th>
<th>Velocity (ft/sec)</th>
<th>Detonator bulk pressure (kbar)</th>
<th>Detonator bulk strength (cal/cc)(ANSO=100)</th>
<th>Water resistance</th>
<th>DOT classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powermax 120</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powermax 140</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,095</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powermax 420</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powermax 440</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>18,500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,140</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powermax 460</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>17,500</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1,310</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powermax 840</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1,276</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerSels</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1,255</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas 7/D</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>16,500</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex 220/320</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex 240/340</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>18,500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex 260/360</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1,070</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex Plus</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex 1220/1320</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex 1240/1340</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>18,500</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex 1260/1360</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1,070</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerAn 300</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1,035</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerAn 2500</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1,035</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerAn 5000</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1,035</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerAn 7500</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Not used as a primer.
*Dependent upon package integrity.

*Figure 3-4. Atlas Emulsion Explosive System technical data. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, table 4.4.)*
CAST PRIMERS AND DETONATING CORD

Cast primers and detonating cord are both now considered as Class A explosives. Detonating cord was, at one time, considered Class C and even Class D. In the 1960s, it was not unusual to ship rolls of detonating cord on common carriers, including and especially the Greyhound Bus.

Detonating cord

Detonating cord has a VOD of approximately 22,500 feet per second. The explosive used in the cord is either PETN (Pentagrythratetranitrate) or RDX or a mixture of both. The core of explosives is contained in a plastic tube, which is wrapped in a fiber wrapping, which is wrapped in a distinctive plastic cloth, which usually has a black tread running through it. Detonating cord is available in low-energy cord, at about 2.5 grains per foot, through 10 grain, which is sometimes called quarry cord, through 25 grain, 50 grain, 100 grain, 200 grain, and 400 grain. Each has a distinct color-coded wrapping on the outside (Fig. 3-5).

Detonating cord has often been used as a “down-line” to initiate explosives in boreholes. In the case where a cap-sensitive explosive is in the borehole, wherever the detonating cord touches the explosive, initiation will most assuredly begin. Obviously, if this occurs, top initiation, rather than bottom initiation will take place.

If detonating cord is used in a borehole filled with AN-FO, there will be a loss of the energy normally expected of the AN-FO. The flash of flame caused by detonation of the cord burns off the FO on the surrounding AN. In addition, the shock waves produced by the detonation will crush or “dead-press” the AN to the point where it will not detonate.

The uses to which detonating cord can properly be put are:

- Connecting widely separated charges for instantaneous detonation.
- Initiating some types of non-electric delay blasting cap systems.
- Connecting underwater charges.

Figure 3-5. Detonating cord with the Atlas G booster. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 8.19.)
**Cast primers**

Cast Primers are cylinders of varying diameters and lengths, made of PETN, Penolite, RDX, and other high velocity explosive material. On one end there are two holes, large enough for a blasting cap or 25-grain detonating cord to be pushed through. The other end has one opening. The blasting cap is threaded through the single hole, then looped and threaded through the second hole. As shown in Figure 3-5, detonating cord is simply threaded through one hole and knotted at the other end. Primers are sold in weights ranging from half a pound up to several pounds. The primer shown in the figure is one pound in weight and about 2.5" in diameter.

Cast primers are used to initiate non-cap sensitive explosives, and blasting agents. While the high VOD produced by these primers aids in obtaining good detonation of the non-cap sensitive explosives, care should be exercised to be certain the the diameter of the primer is at least half the diameter of the borehole, to insure complete high velocity detonation of the donor charge.

**BLASTING AGENTS**

There are two types of blasting agents (BA): (1) wet blasting agents and (2) dry blasting agents.

**Wet blasting agents**

Wet blasting agents are emulsions or slurries. They are packaged in sausage-like plastic. For the most part, the sausages can be slit along their long axis, dropped into the borehole, and tamped using "powder poles", so that the material will fill the entire hole, or they can be used without slitting and simply dropped into the boreholes.

**Critical Diameter**

Many of the BA slurries and emulsions require a mass of material to reach steady-state velocity. Most will not detonate properly below 3" in diameter. Some require even larger diameters. In any event, it is necessary that either the technical representative of the manufacturer be contacted to determine critical diameter or it can be ascertained by carefully reading the technical sheet for the particular agent that is to be used. If the technical data sheet starts out with VODs at 3" or 4", do not use the material in boreholes of smaller diameter, even if poured.

**Primming wet blasting agents**

All wet blasting agents must be heavily primed to insure proper detonation. When making decisions regarding wet, as well as dry, blasting agents, care should be exercised to insure that the initiating charge has a VOD at least a high as the blasting agent and preferably 25 percent greater. For wet blasting agents follow the following principles. The primer should:

- Have a detonation pressure greater than the blasting agent.
- Match as closely as possible the column diameter of the agent.
- Have adequate length (mass) to insure proper detonation.

Acceptable primers include: high-velocity ammonia gelatin dynamite, high-velocity ammonia dynamite, cast primer.

Primers that should not be used to prime wet blasting agents are: semi-gelatin dynamite, low-VOD ammonia dynamite, cast primer with diameter less than half that of the borehole.

**Advantages of wet blasting agents**

- Lower cost than dynamites or Class A water gels and emulsions.
- High VOD and/or density.
- Can be made to fill the entire borehole.
- Class A magazines are not required for storage.
- Can be used at the bottom of boreholes to insure breakage at and above grade.
- Will sink through water and is waterproof.

**Disadvantages of wet blasting agents**
- Requires heavy priming.
- Must have absolute contact between cartridges.
- When cartridges are slit or material is poured, may “slump” or hang up in the borehole.
- Highly temperature sensitive.
- Shelf life is short (9 months?).

**Dry blasting agents**
Dry blasting agents come in a variety of mixes. The most common of these is AN-FO. AN-FO has been defined as a combination of ammonium nitrate prills and fuel oil (diesel oil). Some, however, have aluminum filings or aluminum powder added to increase detonation velocity (slightly) and the heat of the explosion. Some AN-FO mixes contain a gelling agent to add a slight degree of water resistance. These are often referred to as WR AN-FO. As noted previously, this blasting agent should not be poured into water-filled holes or used where there is water in the bottom of the hole.

**VOD of AN-FO mixes**
One of the least understood properties of AN-FO is the effect that charge diameter has on VOD. There are any number of things that will change the detonation rate of AN-FO. These include:
- Prill size (the smaller, the better).
- Solidity of the prills (the fewer air spaces, the better).
- The degree of or lack of coating to reduce hygroscopicity.
- Charge diameter.
- Temperature cycling.
- Ambient humidity (related to hygroscopicity).

Prill size, solidity, and coating are carefully controlled by the manufacturers. Temperature cycling refers to continual change from cold to hot, from dry to damp weather, and is only marginally controllable by the user. If the AN-FO shows any sign of “clumping”, or prills sticking together, it should be discarded. This clumping is caused by constant changes in temperature or in humidity. As noted, AN-FO will absorb water very readily, and that includes humidity as well.

**Charge diameter**
Charge diameter on the other hand, is controllable by the user. Since AN-FO is poured into boreholes to fill the entire annular space, the dependence upon borehole diameter for VOD is critical.

Below are approximate VODs for various-size boreholes. These may vary a bit, depending upon the mix, size of prill, etc. They are accurate for most mixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>VOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>7,000–8,0000 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>9,000–10,000 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>10,000–12,000 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4&quot;</td>
<td>13,000–14,000 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&quot;+</td>
<td>15,000 fps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Color
The color of the AN-FO in no way adds to, or detracts from, the VOD of the mix. We are all familiar with advertising that says, "Our product is now New and Improved". That may or may not be true with laundry detergents, but it is not true with AN-FO. At least not because color has been added. The color is added for visual assurance that the compounds have been properly mixed.

Packaging
AN-FO packaging is simple and effective. Most AN-FO is packaged in 50 lb, (25 Kg in Canada and Overseas) bags, which have a thin polyethylene liner to keep moisture out. To load the mix into boreholes, the top is slit and the prills simply poured into the borehole (Fig. 3-6).

Additional priming
Additional priming is often recommended by manufacturers. This means that additional sticks of dynamite or primers are dropped into the borehole, along with the AN-FO, to "keep it going", whatever that means. Some manufacturers recommend additional priming every 10 feet if the column is over 30 feet long. There is no evidence to show that this is really necessary. If the column will detonate 20 feet or 25 feet, it will certainly detonate 30 feet, 50 feet, or even 100 feet. Steady-state velocity of AN-FO is determined in large part by the borehole diameter. All primers are normally placed at the bottom of the borehole. In fact, it is well to remember that priming should be at the point of maximum confinement. If the bottom of the borehole is at or close to a soft formation, dirt seams, or cinders, etc., priming should be higher than the bottom of the hole to insure that all the blast effect does not travel down instead of up. This is not a usual circumstance by any means. The steady-state velocity of AN-FO will not vary much regardless of the primer used. The SSV will be reached within 1-3 borehole diameters. The VOD a

Figure 3-6. AN-FO mix packaged in 50-lb bags. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 5.3.)
the point of initiation will be roughly the same as that of the primer. The VOD will drop to the steady state noted above very rapidly. If the AN-FO is underprimed, the initial velocity will be low, and steady state will not be attained quite as readily as if it were properly primed. The same requirements that apply to wet blasting agents apply to AN-FO.

Heavy priming

Heavy priming of AN-FO loaded holes is required, as it is with any blasting agent. The three controlling features of a primer are its VOD, diameter, and length. Figure 3-7 indicates the effect of the type of primer used. The higher the “K” of the explosive, the higher the initial VOD. As the K decreases, the initial velocity decreases, to the point where an explosive with a low K (9 bars) requires an increase to steady state and may very well cause a low-order detonation. Figure 3-8 shows the effect of the diameter of the primer. In this instance, a 1"-diameter primer, even though it has 240 Kbars of DP, starts at a low VOD and drives the column up to steady state. Here again, it is possible that SSV may not be attained.

Using a small-diameter, low-velocity explosive as a primer for any blasting agent, especially AN-FO, is false economy at its best. Nonetheless, it is a common practice. There are those who feel that AN-FO is the only explosive to use because it is the one most commonly used. What must be remembered is that 75 percent of all boreholes used in the U.S. are in excess of 5" in diameter, which is where the VOD will reach 15,000 fps. In smaller-diameter holes, the VOD of AN-FO rarely reaches 14,000 fps, and therefore is not high enough to match the $V_{so}$ of hard rock. In addition, the $D_e$ of most high explosives is well above that of AN-FO, therefore attaining more pounds per lineal foot of borehole, which allows for greater spacings and burdens and a definite reduction of the drilling required. In most cases where hard rock is encountered, matching VOD and $V_{so}$ allows for lower powder factors, reducing drilling costs even more through extended spacing and burden. Drilling is the most expensive part of blasting small-diameter holes.

![Figure 3-7](image_url)

**Figure 3-7.** Effect of detonation pressure on the initial velocity of AN-FO in a 3-inch diameter test column. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 8.1.)
Advantages of AN-FO
- Low cost.
- Fills the entire borehole, thereby attaining coupling.
- Requires no special storage magazines.
- Has high VOD in large-diameter boreholes.
- Easily poured into borehole

Disadvantages of AN-FO
- Hygroscopic; will absorb moisture readily and become desensitized.
- Low density, requiring close spacing of boreholes.
- Low VOD in small diameter holes.
- Requires additional priming.

**Figure 3-8.** Effect of diameter on the initial velocity of a 3-inch column of AN-FO using cast Pentolite as a primer. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1967, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 8.2.)
**Tovex 700 and Tovex 800** are cap-sensitive cartridge water gels. These products are for applications in boreholes with diameters ranging from 2” (50mm) to 6½” (165mm).

Both products are of the same density, but they have basic differences in that “Tovex” 800 has the higher energy and it is sensitive to cap initiation at a lower temperature (to 20°F).

“Tovex” 700 and “Tovex” 800 have both shown good suitability for blasting hard rock and ore in mines, quarries and construction.

Through the use of “Tovex” 800, an enviable standard of performance has been set, and this grade remains the most popular of the Du Pont “Tovex” water gel products for the 2” to 6½” diameter hole size range.

---

**properties and specifications**

**Performance**
- “Tovex” 700 — Medium density, velocity and energy.
- “Tovex” 800 — Medium density, medium velocity, high energy.

**Density**
- “Tovex” 700 — 1.20
- “Tovex” 800 — 1.20

**Energy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameters</th>
<th>“Tovex” 700</th>
<th>“Tovex” 800</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1¼” (45mm)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” (50mm)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2½” (55mm)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2½” (55mm)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2¼” (70mm)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3” (75mm)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3½” (85mm)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3¾” (90mm)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3¾” (95mm)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These products are available in 4” and 5” bag pack on request.

**Velocity** (Confined in 2” Pipe at 50°F)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameters</th>
<th>“Tovex” 700</th>
<th>“Tovex” 800</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(M/sec)</td>
<td>(ft/sec)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Tovex” 700</td>
<td>4.800</td>
<td>15.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Tovex” 800</td>
<td>4.800</td>
<td>15.750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fume Class I** available on request.
**Classification Explosives Class “A”.**
**Shell Life** One year stored at ambient temperatures.

Cartridge Count Cartridges are of plastic tubing 16” (400mm) long, packaged 50 lb. per case in high strength boxes.

**Priming Requirements**
- “Tovex” 700 — One standard cap (#8) to 50°F or Detaprime® UA or UF to 30°F.
- “Tovex” 800 — One standard cap (#8) to 20°F.

**NOTE.** Not compatible with Primalin®. Therefore, may not be used with Primadost® or Nonel®. Primadost® except for top priming with “Tovex” column and when no knots contact the “Tovex”.

**Water Resistance** Maintains performance after exposure to a 100-foot water head for 24 hours. If the package is removed, the water resistance is decreased.
advantages

Cap Sensitive No supplemental primers are required for product used in most applications.

Product Selection The range of strengths, velocities and densities provided by Tovex* 700 and 800 water gels permits desirable matching of explosives and rock properties.

Loading The wide choice of cartridge diameters allows flexibility in blast design and hole loading.

Non-Headache *Tovex* 700 and 800 contain no headache-causing ingredients.

Fumes *Tovex* 700 and 800 offer an appreciable reduction in noxious gases and smoke associated with nitroglycerin dynamites.

Increased Safety *Tovex* 700 and 800 provide increased safety to the consuming industry due to lower sensitivity to impact, shock, and fire when compared to nitroglycerin dynamite.

Water Resistance *Tovex* 700 and 800 offer superior water resistance to standard gelatin and semi-gelatin dynamites.

Non-NG *Tovex* 700 and 800, when initiated with caps or Detaprime* provide a totally non-nitroglycerin blasting system which offers increased safety.

Freezing Alternate freezing and thawing does not impair the performance of *Tovex* 700 and 800, nor reduce their safety characteristics.

Hole to Hole Propagation *Tovex* grades are designed to minimize propagation between holes in normal drill patterns ... provided no nitroglycerin explosives are included in the load. Therefore, any delay method designed to improve fragmentation and reduce vibration should function properly.

E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Co. (Inc.)
Explosives Products Division
Wilmington, DE 19898

district sales offices

CHARLESTON DISTRICT
1123 Charleston National Plaza
Charleston, West Virginia 25301
(304) 343-7549

CHICAGO DISTRICT
1250 Executive Park—Suite 301
Geneva, Illinois 60134
(312) 232-2757

DALLAS DISTRICT
4141 Blue Lake Circle—Suite 168
Dallas, Texas 75234
(214) 258-1636

DENVER DISTRICT
445 Union Boulevard—Suite 304
Denver, Colorado 80228
(303) 988-2744

KENTUCKY DISTRICT
2265 Harrodsburg Road
Lexington, Kentucky 40504
(606) 276-4302

NORTHEAST DISTRICT
9800 McKnight Road—Suite 301
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15237
(412) 367-2003

SEATTLE DISTRICT
400—10th Ave., N.E.—Suite 601
Bellevue, Washington 98004
(206) 455-4500

SOUTHEAST DISTRICT
#15 Office Park, Mountain Brook
Birmingham, Alabama 35253
(205) 879-0465

EXPORT SECTION
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
Telex 83-5429
(302) 774-4951
NONEL®

NONEL®
The Explosives Industry has long sought a nonelectrical delay detonator which would possess the advantages but none of the disadvantages of electric blasting caps. The problem has been the means to reliably transmit a signal to a cap without affecting the explosives commonly used.

Nonel, a revolutionary new product meeting this need, has been introduced by Nitro Nobel AB of Sweden. Nitro Nobel AB, the first of many companies founded by Alfred Nobel, has one of the World's foremost commercial explosives research laboratories. Nonel, a completely nonelectric, non-disruptive signal transmission system provides the basis for a major advance in delay blast initiation technology.

Ensign Bickford, under a license agreement with Nitro Nobel, will manufacture and market Nonel.

Nonel is a thin, tough plastic tube made from Surlyn® with a thin coating (one pound per 70,000 feet) of reactive material on the inside surface. When initiated, this tube will reliably transmit a low energy signal from one point to another by means of a shock wave phenomena much akin to a dust explosion. It will reliably propagate this detonation around sharp bends and through kinks. Because the detonation is sustained by such a small quantity of reactive material, the outer surface of the tube remains intact during and after functioning.

ADVANTAGES
1. Completely safe from electrical and radio frequency hazards.
2. Insensitive to impact, shock, and friction normally encountered in mining operations.
3. High functional reliability.
4. No noise disturbance.
5. Compatible with (will not detonate) all available commercial explosive products including the most sensitive dynamites.
6. Insensitive to initiation by fire, either unconfined or confined in any quantity.

USE
Nonel can be initiated by detonating cord or a blasting cap. Nonel is a signal transmission system that will reliably initiate instant or delay blasting caps. Nonel is ideally suited for precision nonelectric delay initiation products. Ensign Bickford will market several Nonel based nonelectric delay detonators to meet blasting needs. Nonel is available only in factory assembled products, not on reels.

This technical bulletin has been prepared to inform you about the new and unique features of Nonel. Technical bulletins concerning Nonel products are available from Ensign Bickford, Post Office Box 7, Simsbury, Connecticut 06070.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

| Appearance: | Transparent plastic tube |
| Dimensions: | 0.12 inches O.D. x 0.08 inches I.D. |
| Powder Weight: | 0.1 grains per foot |
| Detonation Velocity: | 6,000 feet per second |

Ensign Bickford company
BLASTING PRODUCTS DIVISION
660 Hopmeadow St. Simsbury, Conn. 06070
Ammonia-gelatins—the standard of the industry—that combine high density with high velocity.

- High detonation pressure results in good fragmentation. • High density and high velocity under confinement result in high effective borehole pressure. • Excellent water resistance. • Fume Class 1.

USE
Giant gelatins are widely used as an efficient and economical bottom charge in quarrying, mining, construction, river crossings and underwater ditching applications where the high detonation pressure and high effective borehole pressure overcome hard rock blasting problems. They are also used extensively in underground mining and tunneling where high performance and good fume properties are required.
# PROPERTIES AND SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Cartridge Strength</th>
<th>% Weight Strength</th>
<th>Velocity, fps (confined in pipe 1½&quot; x 8&quot;)</th>
<th>Velocity, fps (unconfined) 1¾&quot; x 8&quot;</th>
<th>Detonation pressure, Kilobars</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Minimum number of 8&quot; cartridges per 50 lbs. (maximum 10% more)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>16000</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>10500</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Also available in 16" lengths.

Slit cartridges when tamped fill the borehole more completely and make more efficient use of the power inherent in the explosive. Also supplied in large-diameter cartridges.

## REGIONAL OFFICES

**EASTERN**

P.O. Box 2354, Wilmington, Del. 19899  
(302) 478-6200

**SOUTHEASTERN**

P.O. Box 319, Knoxville, Tenn. 37901  
(615) 545-6070

**CENTRAL**

P.O. Box 87, Joplin, Mo. 64801  
(417) 624-0212

**WESTERN**

P.O. Box 5045, San Mateo, Cal. 94402  
(415) 341-5891

**INTERNATIONAL**

16201 SW 95th St., Miami, Fla. 33157  
(305) 238-6532 Cable: ATPOWCO  
Telex: 51-8946

Neither the manufacturer or seller of the products described herein makes any warranty of any kind, express or implied, other than that the products shall be of merchantable quality. The properties and characteristics stated and the methods discussed are based on research and experience and are believed to be accurate, but purchasers should make their own tests to determine the suitability of such products and applicability of such methods for their particular purpose.

Statements concerning the use of the products described herein are not to be construed as recommending the infringement of any patent, and no liability for infringement arising out of any such use is assumed.

In no event shall either manufacturer or seller be liable for consequential damages or expenses.

---

## PACKAGING

Giant gelatins are available in three strengths—30%, 40%, and 60%—and in a complete range of sizes. Packaged in sprayed shells, with or without the Redi-Slit™ feature. Redi-
Gulf Slurrant® 815
High Strength Water/Gel Blasting Agent

**Description**

Gulf “Slurrant®” 815 is a high energy water gel that, due to its non-cap sensitivity, is classified as an NCN product. Slurrant 815 contains aluminum in its formulation, producing a great amount of heat and energy, which is a prerequisite for excellent fragmentation and broken rock displacement.

Slurrant 815 is impervious to water, either in or out of the polyethylene tube. Total hole coupling can be obtained by splitting the tube prior to loading or it can be removed from the tube and loaded in the drill hole.

Slurrant 815 requires priming with a high velocity explosive, such as Gulf’s Detage® or cast primers.

**Properties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>1.27 gm/cc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity 4-Inch</td>
<td>15,000 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter Confined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Strength</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Hole</td>
<td>Four Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Resistance</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Advantages**

1. Non-headache – Slurrant 815 does not contain any ingredient that will cause headaches, either from handling or from muck pile fumes.
2. Non-cap sensitive – Slurrant 815 is classified as an NCN, therefore, it can be shipped and stored under NCN regulations.
3. Safety – Slurrant 815 is a very safe explosive. It will not accept detonation from the scuff, rifle, or drop test.

**Packaging**

Polyethylene tubes in fiber cases, polywoven tubes, or bullet-nosed fiberboard tubes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4&quot;</td>
<td>16.5#</td>
<td>34&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4½&quot;</td>
<td>25#</td>
<td>38&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&quot;</td>
<td>30#</td>
<td>34&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5½&quot;</td>
<td>35#</td>
<td>38&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6&quot;</td>
<td>40#</td>
<td>30&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7&quot;</td>
<td>50#</td>
<td>28&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8&quot;</td>
<td>50#</td>
<td>21&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Priming**

Slurrant 815 should be primed with a high density and high velocity primer, such as Gulf's Detagel or cast primers. The bigger the primer, the more area of contact there will be with the water gel. This assures a more rapid arrival of the explosive column at steady state velocity.

**Classification**

Oxidizing Material...

Nitro-Carbo-Nitrate

**Storage and Safety Recommendations**

Gulf Slurrant 815 water gel is a nitro-carbo-nitrate and should be stored in a well-constructed, well-ventilated, dry structure located to conform with local and state laws and regulations.

Since Slurrant 815 is a nitro-carbo-nitrate, it is non-cap sensitive and cannot be detonated by the impact of a rifle bullet. It need not be stored in a high explosives magazine except where required by local regulations, as long as it is completely separated from any high explosives. For further storage and handling information, refer to the National Fire Protection Association's Bulletin No. 495 which can be obtained from either the N.F.P.A., 60 Battery-march Street, Boston, Massachusetts, 02110, or from Gulf Explosives.

In Case of Spillage, clean up the water gel and dispose of it immediately. There is no substitute for good housekeeping. Do not attempt to use a contaminated water gel. It may not only give poor blast results but may also produce toxic fumes.

---

Gulf Blasting agents and explosives are available at strategic locations throughout the United States and Canada. These locations offer you fast, on-site delivery of our complete line of blasting materials.

Jasper, Alabama
Flagstaff, Arizona
Brooksville Florida
Amboy, Illinois
(Outklure City, Indiana
Columbus, Kansas
Military, Kansas
Iron Mountain, Michigan
Biwabik, Minnesota
Carrizalez, New Mexico
McLemore Hill, North Carolina
Cudzu, Ohio

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Tamassee, South Carolina
Tracy City, Tennessee
Georgetown, Texas
Bristol, Virginia
Morgantown, West Virginia
Casper, Wyoming

Information and suggestions herein are based upon Gulf’s extensive experience and are offered only as a helpful guide for the customer of blasting materials. Because these products are used under varying conditions over which Gulf has no control, Gulf does not guarantee the results of their usage nor assume any liability connected therewith.

For additional information call collect or write Gulf Explosives, Gulf Oil Chemicals Company, P.O. Box 2300, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66210.
Chapter 4: Theory of Explosives

INTRODUCTION

There are any number of theories about what does or does not happen to rock when it is impacted by explosives. Some border on mere flights of fancy, some are so theoretical as to be practically unintelligible to mere mortals who do not have Ph.D. degrees. Some begin to explain what happens, but leave as many questions unanswered, as are answered. And some are propounded by self-serving individuals who put forth the theory and leave others to take the trouble to disprove it.

Multiple Causation

It should be obvious to anyone that there is more than one factor that causes rock to break when it is impacted by explosives. Some factors play a more important role than others, but all lend their weight to the final results. There are certain factors that are essentially beyond question:

- Rock is broken in tension more than in compression (Fig. 4-1).
- Tensile or shock waves are generated in pulses, gradually decreasing in intensity.
- Tensile waves will reflect from any free surface, reflect back from that free surface, and cause cracking perpendicular to the axis of the free surface.
- Succeeding waves or pulses will reflect from those cracks created by preceding waves.
- Gas is generated by the explosion, which acts as a powerful pushing, and sometimes heaving, force.

Until the 1970s, there had been two major attempts to explain rock fragmentation. Until very recently, there have been no high-speed cameras to photograph the events that take place. There have been no computers with which to make simulations based on such photographs. Until the 1970s, there was not the interest in knowing exactly what takes place, and how it happens. Until recently, there were few, if any, colleges and universities that undertook to teach blasting (there still are very few that teach it, other than schools of mining, where it is not a major part of the curriculum) and not many professors or graduate students chose to do investigation into a subject in which few had any interest. Most blasters in the field really didn’t care, one way or the other, so long as it worked. They were satisfied to

Figure 4-1. Forces acting on fragmentation.
accept what they were told by those whom they thought should know. It is well, however, to review the old theories, happily briefly, to get the feeling of how far we have progressed.

The hydrodynamic theory has been with us almost from the beginning. It remains with us still. When things go wrong, fly rock occurs, rock does not break well, boulders are created, or the bottom of the shot can’t be excavated short of blasting again. The most typical excuse is “All the gas went out the seams.” This one is only just a little less prevalent than, “The rock is no good.” The hydrodynamic theory placed gas production at the head of the list of causes for good or bad breakage.

The theory is simplicity itself. The explosives detonate. Gases are produced. The gases push against the rock. The rock breaks from the pressure of all that gas. Simple, direct, and not much thought need be given to anything else.

If the hydrodynamic theory were in fact true and all other mechanisms played only a small part in rock breakage, all would be well. There would also be a great deal of crushed rock around. Pressure from gases would put the rock in compression. Compressing any material is the act of trying, with force, to make that material smaller. When rock fails in compression at the stress point, the rock is pulverized. What’s wrong with the theory? Watch any blast and you can immediately tell that the rock is in tension, being forced out of its position and made larger. Not the individual pieces, but the formation. It bulges, does it not?

The tensile theory of rock breakage came out of some of the first academic attempts to explain what happens. In the laboratories and classrooms of schools of mining, particularly the Rolla School of Mines of the University of Missouri, work on the theory of rock breakage began. Eventually, through several doctoral dissertations, the theory gained acceptance and was even vaguely understood by blasters in the field. What was propounded was basically this:

The explosive detonates. Shock waves are generated and proceed out to the nearest free face. The waves are then reflected back into the face, putting the rock in tension, causing spalling at the face. Succeeding waves continue the process, traveling out to a less dense material, air, and as one academic put it, “The rock is literally pulled from the face.” Nice try. However, if this were true, the finest fragmentation would occur farthest from the borehole at the free face, and the coarsest material would come from the point closest to the borehole. This theory should not be dismissed out of hand. Not yet, and probably not ever.

In fact, there is more than ample scientific proof that reflection at free faces has a great deal to do with overall rock fragmentation. What is wrong is the rock is not pulled from the face, it is pushed, as those who went with, and still go with, the hydrodynamic theory always said it was. But before it is pushed, it must first be broken. Two of the pieces of the puzzle are in place.

The flexural bending or rupture theory came into being in the late 1970s. It proposes that 90 percent of all breakage comes from gas pressure. The rock in front of the borehole acts as a vertical beam and bends because the floor is deeper than the top, and so forth. It is difficult to explain the theory in a short few paragraphs, and there is little need to do so since few people in the field accept this theory as anything approaching what really happens.

The stress wave and gas expansion theory is generally accepted as a relatively simple explanation of very complex mechanisms that are only now being understood. What this theory states is, essentially this:

The detonation produces a series of shock fronts, which rapidly decay. They cause cracking from reflection at any free surface, even those that are latent or invisible to the eye. The cracking is perpendicular to (not parallel as stated in the flexural bending theory) the direction of the plane of separation. At the same
time, gases begin to vent through the broken rock, which, now that it is broken, begins to move from its in situ position. According to "Explosives and Rock Blasting" cited previously, the theory was formulated by Kutter and Fairhurst in 1971 and expanded periodically since.

The main points of interest of the stress wave and gas expansion theory are:

- Neither strain waves nor gas pressure alone is responsible for rock fragmentation.
- Radial cracks originate at the borehole wall.
- Pre-existing cracks would reinitiate under stress, but no new cracks would form in any area occupied by an old crack.
- Presence of a free face favors extension of gas pressurized cracks in that direction.
- In situ stresses affect the direction in which radial cracks travel.
- For a given borehole size, increase of explosive charge beyond the optimum does not increase fragmentation, but merely throws the material farther.

A very simplified explanation of all of the above is this:

Picture a borehole with a single extremely powerful piston inside. The pointed end of the piston is against one side of the borehole wall, the side toward an open face. The piston is then activated with great force (detonation). The rock is in tension. (See Fig. 4-1.) The piston is trying to make the rock larger by pushing at one point, outward. Some breakage occurs at that point.

Now picture an infinite number of those pistons, starting from the bottom, up the borehole, slamming into the rock. If there is a free face, the rock will try to move forward. It will certainly crack. Now the hydraulic oil (gas pressure) that actuated those pistons is rapidly and forcefully pushed into the broken rock, moving the rock away from its original position. At the same time, the shock waves generated by the slamming of this infinite number of pistons causes cracking wherever there is weakness (planes of separation, actual or latent) causing further breakage, along with the primary breakage.

Does It Make Any Difference?

How much of a difference it makes depends upon the individual orientation. For the purposes of blasting, it makes this difference—anyone dealing with blasting should understand what takes place during the blast, just as an aircraft pilot must understand the principles of flight. "When thrust overcomes drag, and lift overcomes gravity, flight can take place and be maintained." Do you really wish to fly in an aircraft piloted by someone who doesn't understand that?
Chapter 5:
Uniform Rock Classification System

INTRODUCTION
The medium in which reclamation blasting will be performed is rock. While it is not necessary for a blaster or someone with oversight responsibility for blasting to be a geologist, it is necessary that both be familiar with rock formations and characteristics. The Uniform Rock Classification System is a method of categorizing rock so that informed and realistic decisions about how to best blast that rock can be made.

Douglas Williamson, now-retired engineering geologist for the Willamette National Forest, U.S. Forest Service, designed the system. Using the URCS, it is not really necessary to know the type or name of the rock. As Williamson has said, "You can call it Mabel, Fred, or even Gertrude. The rock doesn't care, and neither should you."

The system was developed over many years to define the major strength and behavior parameters of rock without going into the fine details of type classification. What is important are rock characteristics. This author, with considerable help from Mr. Williamson, adapted the system to meet the special requirements of blasters.

The URCS is, in effect, engineering shorthand that can readily define the relevant characteristics of a rock formation. It defines four basic elements of rock mass strength: weathering, mineral grain bonding, planar and linear elements, and unit weight.

WEATHERING ELEMENT

The degree of weathering is restricted to chemical weathering. The effect of weathering can be defined by determining its relative loss of cohesion and reduction in unit weight. As with the other three elements, weathering is divided into five categories:

E. Completely decomposed state (CDS) – When the rock material is all remoldable to sand, silt, or clay, or mixtures of two or more sizes. It is what most of us would call “dirt”. No blasting is required.

D. Partly decomposed state (PDS) – When the rock material is remoldable to gravel-size and larger-size rock fragments with or without sand, silt, or clay mixtures. Most PDS rock can be ripped or bladed and needs no blasting.

C. Stained state (STS) – When the rock material shows partial or complete discoloration due to oxidation, but cannot be remolded. The rock samples are generally shades of yellow or brown and have reduced weight and higher than normal water absorption. The samples appear to be rusted. In fact, they are rusted in the sense that rust is oxidation.

Since STS rock has lost weight and strength, it can often be ripped or bladed. If it must be blasted, it will normally respond very well to low-velocity, low-density, less-expensive explosives, such as AN-FO, semi-gelatin dynamites, etc.

B. Visually fresh state (VFS) – When the rock is representative of standard quality and not expected to change during excavation. The rock is evaluated with the naked eye. The rock has a uniform color, usually gray, blue, black, etc. Slight discoloration may be found where there are planes of separation in the rock mass.
A. Micro fresh state (MFS) – Determined in the field with a hand lens. This condition is not vital for making decisions regarding blasting, but helps in determining grain size, particularly with granitic material, some sandstones, etc. Using the hand lens may aid in determining silica content, which will help in making decisions regarding bit wear and drill rate.

**MINERAL GRAIN BONDING ELEMENT**

Mineral-grain bonding, or specimen strength, is defined as the degree of cementation or adhesion between grains that defines the fundamental strength of the rock mass, independent of the planar and linear elements.

There are four distinct reactions to impact loading by means of the sharp strike of a one-pound (.5 Kg) ball-pee[n hammer. The reaction is independent of the intensity of the blow from the hammer, though the blow should be solid and with some force. Blows should be made in at least two directions to assist in determining whether there are hidden planar and linear separations.

E. Moldable (MBL) – Will not respond to hammer blows.

D. Crater quality (CQ) (8,000 fps–10,000 fps) – Reaction under point of impact producing a shearing and up-thrusting of adjacent mineral grains. It has a very low energy transfer when impacted by explosives. In some instances, it can be excavated without blasting (soft rock).

C. Dent quality (DQ) (11,000 fps–13,000 fps) – Reaction that creates a dent or depression under the point of impact. It has low energy transfer in response to blasting and often produces boulders and sand when blasted.

B. Pit quality (PQ) (13,000 fps–15,000 fps) – Reaction that produces “explosive” departure of mineral grains under the point of impact. In short, chips off when the rock is impacted. This results in a shallow, rough pit. It is considered medium hard to hard by the mining and construction industries.

A. Rebound quality (RQ) (16,000 fps +) – No real reaction to impact other than to literally rebound the hammer. Breakage is often sharp and angular due to the brittleness of the material. It has very high energy transfer in response to blasting. If the VOD of the explosive is closely matched to the $V_{50}$ of the rock, powder factors can be lowered for CQ or DQ, and sometimes PQ, rock by increasing burdens and spacings.

(Note: Illustrations of the hammer blow reactions and the expected $V_{50}$ of each category will be found at the end of this chapter.)

**PLANAR AND LINEAR ELEMENTS**

Directional weaknesses of a rock mass are termed “planar” and “linear” features. Planar separations are natural separations already existing in the rock mass. Linear features are directional weaknesses that usually require blasting or mechanical crushing to produce a separation. Planar and linear elements are defined by continuity, relief, and the shape of intact rock material between discontinuities. There are five categories.

E. Three-dimensional planes of separation (3D) – There are two or more intersecting planar discontinuities through the rock mass. The separations may form patterns or may be random and will form “internal separations” that terminate within the rock mass, or “mass separations”, that pass entirely across rock mass and are finite in extent.

D. Two-dimensional planes of separation (2D) – There is only one parallel plane or a series of parallel planes passing through the rock mass. The planes
may vary in frequency and distance from each other, but at no point do they intersect.

C. Latent planes of separation (LPS) – There are lines or lineations in an otherwise solid rock mass. The planes may be weaker or stronger than the rock mass. Latent planes occur in patterns or at random and are continuous or discontinuous. The planes may be of measurable thickness. Blasting energy, in most cases, will be reflected by the planes, producing a separation or directional breakage. Using the hammer blow in two directions often uncovers latent planes of separation.

B. Solid preferred breakage (SPB) – There are no visible planar or linear elements, but the rock breaks along a constant angle or direction due to mineral grain alignment or internal stress.

A. Solid random breakage (SPB) – This category represents the "ideal" rock, though it is seldom found. In most cases, it will be hard and probably metamorphic.

**UNIT WEIGHT ELEMENT**

Specific gravity or "unit weight" has been found to be one of the most reliable means of making a field determination of rock quality. It is useful in many ways, both in design and blast planning. There are five categories of unit weights:

E. Less than 130 lbs per cubic foot
D. 130 to 140 lbs per cubic foot
C. 140 to 150 lbs per cubic foot
B. 150 to 160 lbs per cubic foot
A. Greater than 160 lbs per cubic foot.

Unit weight can often be correlated to the impact responses found with the ball-peen hammer. These are rough field estimates only and can, on occasion, be misleading.

\[ D = CQ \quad C = DQ \quad B = PQ \quad A = RQ \]

**DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC GRAVITY**

There are several scientifically correct methods of determining the Sg of materials. Using the impact test method is a field-expedient examination that can produce a close approximation of the Sg of any rock sample. This is a field expedient only and should not be used to determine payment or excavation measurement.

\[ CQ = 2.2 - 2.3 \]
\[ DQ = 2.4 - 2.5 \]
\[ PQ = 2.5 - 2.6 \]
\[ RQ = 2.7 - 3.0 + \]

**CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE**

Characteristic impedance, symbolized by the letter "Z", is the product of the mass of the rock and its \( V_{so} \). It should be used in blasting primarily to evaluate the resistance of the rock to movement and its "blastability". The resistance to movement is related to the unit weight or Sg of the rock, and its blastability is related to the \( V_{so} \) and planar and linear elements, though the latter do not figure in the determination of the Z of the rock.
The formula to determine the characteristic impedance of rock is:

\[
\text{unit weight} \times (32 \text{ ft/sec/sec}) \times \left(\frac{V_{so}}{1728}\right)
\]

There are four constants within this formula:

\[
32.2, 1728, 62.4, 1000 \times 10^{-3}
\]

If the mathematics are properly completed, the final formula is:

\[
Z = 1.12 \times Sg \times \left(\frac{V_{so}}{1000}\right)
\]

When the \( Z \) of the rock is divided by the \( K \) of the explosive used, a "design" or "characteristic" powder factor (CPF) can be found. However, using the above formula will produce a CPF of between .5 lbs per cubic yard, and .75 lbs per cubic yard. For planning purposes, this CPF is too low. It is better to start with a CPF of between .75 and 1 lb per cubic yard. To achieve this, a constant of 1.31 was added in place of the 1.12 noted in the above formula. The final formula is:

\[
Z = 1.31 \times Sg \times \left(\frac{V_{so}}{1000}\right)
\]

The resultant of this formula is not a quantitative figure. It is not psi, lbs, fps, or any other measurement. It is a qualitative figure only.

**USE OF "Z" OF ROCK**

Using a step-by-step procedure, a determination can be made as to whether the explosive used is proper for the rock to be blasted. What is wanted is an explosive that will match as closely as possible the \( V_{so} \) of the rock.

1. Select explosive with VOD as close as possible to the \( V_{so} \) of the rock.
2. Determine the \( Z \) of the rock: \( Z = 1.31 \times Sg \times \left(\frac{V_{so}}{1000}\right) \)
3. Determine \( K \) of explosive: \( K = \left(\frac{.418 \times De \times \left(\frac{VOD}{1000}\right)^2}{1 + .8De}\right) \)
4. Determine CPF: \( Z / K \)

If the CPF falls between .75 and 1 lb per cubic yard, there is a reasonable match. If it falls over 1 lb/cy, the explosive either has an excessively low VOD or \( D_e \) and a change should be contemplated. If it falls below .75 lb/cy, the VOD or \( D_e \) of the explosive is too high. As a rule, the higher the VOD and \( D_e \), the more costly the explosive. The CPF will be used in the formula that determines spacing of the boreholes.

The characteristic powder factor is just that. It is characteristic, not final. It is used for planning and for the beginning of a blasting operation. Professional blasters do not like to put all their eggs in one basket, nor should they. If blasts are kept small enough, the results of the first blast may well allow for opening spacing and burden, reducing costs all along the line. If the opening blast uses a CPF of .85, and the results are such that a lower powder factor can be used, the actual powder factor may drop to .75, .7, or even lower.
CRATER & SPALLING

CRATER
QUALITY [CQ]
8,000 - 10,000

SMOOTH DENT

DENT QUALITY [DQ]
.11,000 - 13,000 FPS

CHIPS FLY

PIT QUALITY [PQ]
13,000 - 15,000 FPS

JAGGED PIT

HAMMER REBOUNDS

REBOUND QUALITY [RQ] 16,000 FPS +

Sonic velocity as indicated by the strike of a one pound ball-peen hammer.
U.R.C.S. ROCK IDENTIFICATIONS

3D (Irregular)

2D (with minor, irrelevant vertical cracks)
Solid Preferred Breakage

Solid Random Breakage (except for weathering cracks)
Chapter 6: Blasting Calculations

INTRODUCTION
The blasting calculations that follow are simplified versions of long and tedious mathematical gymnastics, which often confuse and confound those who do not have the math skills of an engineer or geologist. None are beyond the capability of anyone who has a calculator that has a square root function. They follow a general order required to estimate a blasting project, but without the costs of drilling, explosives, labor, etc.

TO DETERMINE THE "Z" OF ROCK
(Characteristic Impedance)

\[ Z = 1.31 \times S_g \times \left(\frac{V_{so}}{1000}\right) \]

Where \( S_g \) = specific gravity of rock and \( V_{so} \) = sonic velocity of rock

Example: (All examples will show necessary information. Make calculations below each example.)

\( S_g = 2.5; \ V_{so} = 15,000 \ \text{fps} \)

TO DETERMINE "K" OF EXPLOSIVE

\[ K = \frac{.418 \times D_e \times (V_{OD} / 1000)^2}{(.8D_e \times 1)} \]

Where \( D_e \) = density of explosive and \( V_{OD} \) = velocity of explosive

Example: \( D_e = 1.25; \ V_{OD} = 15,500 \ \text{fps} \)

TO DETERMINE CPF (Characteristic Powder Factor)

\[ \text{CPF} = \frac{Z}{K} \]

Where \( Z \) = characteristic impedance of rock and \( K \) = detonation pressure

Example: \( Z = 49.12; \ K = 62.76 \)
TO DETERMINE CUBIC YARDS OF ROCK PER FOOT OF BOREHOLE WITH KNOWN BURDEN AND SPACING

\[ S \times B / 27 = \text{yds}^3 \]

Where \( S \) = spacing and \( B \) = burden

Example: \( S = 12'\); \( B = 9'\)

---

TO DETERMINE CUBIC YARDS OF ROCK FOR ENTIRE BOREHOLE OF KNOWN DEPTH

\[ S \times B \times \text{HDg} / 27 \]

Where \( \text{HDg} \) = hole depth to grade

Example: \( S = 12'\); \( B = 9'\); \( \text{HDg} = 30'\)

---

TO DETERMINE POUNDS OF EXPLOSIVE PER FOOT OF BOREHOLE, WHEN DENSITY AND DIAMETER OF CHARGE ARE KNOWN

\[ \text{lbs/foot} = D_e \times C^2 / 3 \]

Where \( C \) = charge diameter

* When cartridges are used, use diameter of cartridge. When entire borehole is filled, use diameter of borehole (includes when cartridges are slit and tamped into the hole to fill annular space.)

Example: \( D_e = .85\); \( C = 3''\)

---

TO DETERMINE POUNDS OF EXPLOSIVES PER BOREHOLE WHEN THE \( D_e, C, \) AND HD ARE KNOWN

\[ D_e \times C^2 \times (\text{HD-Ts}) / 3 \]

Where \( \text{Ts} \) = stemming in feet and
HD = hole depth (including sub-drill)

Example: \( C = 3''\); \( \text{HD} = 33'\); \( \text{Ts} = 9'\); \( D_e = 1.2\)
TO DETERMINE NUMBER OF HOLES REQUIRED TO PRODUCE A GIVEN AMOUNT OF ROCK

cubic yards required / cubic yards of rock per hole

Example: S = 9'; B = 7'; HDg = 30'; 25,000 cys required

TO DETERMINE SPACING WHEN De, C, AND CPF ARE KNOWN

\[
S = 3 \left( \frac{D_e \times C^2}{\text{CPF}} \right)^{1/5}
\]

Example: De = 1.2; C = 3.5"; CPF = .75 lbs/cy

TO DETERMINE BURDEN WHEN SPACING IS KNOWN

\[
B = S \times 0.833^*
\]

*Burden is to spacing as 5 is to 6. 5 / 6 = .833

Example: S = 11'

TO DETERMINE STEMMING

Ts = B

Example: B = 10'
TO DETERMINE SUB-DRILL
SD = .3–.5 of spacing
Example: S = 12'

TO DETERMINE TOTAL FOOTAGE OF DRILLING REQUIRED
FOR GIVEN AMOUNT OF ROCK REQUIRED

total cubic yards required / S x B x HDg
number of holes x HD including sub-drill

Example: cys required = 12,000; S = 10'; B = 8'; Hdg = 25'; SD = .3
Chapter 7: 
Rules of Thumb for Blasting

INTRODUCTION

Every discipline has its own rules of thumb. Blasting is no exception. What must be remembered is that these are rules, not laws. Both the spirit and the letter of laws must be obeyed. Rules can be broken, but if they are broken, some consequences can be expected. This, too, is true in blasting. The rules of thumb are explained, and the possible consequences noted.

RULES FOR BLASTING GEOMETRY

Rule One:

Spacing between holes should not be greater than one half the depth of the borehole.

The reason for this rule is to avoid fly rock and uneven breakage at grade. As the relationship between hole depth and spacing gets smaller, more and more of the relief, so important in blasting, will be to the surface, not toward a free face or the new relief created by detonation in, and movement of, the rock surrounding adjacent holes. Another result of violating this rule is the formation of "cratering". Breakage at the bottom of the borehole will not occur at or below grade, but well above grade, higher and higher as the spacing to depth relationship approaches parity. When the time comes to dig what is left, the rock between holes will be either unbroken or only cracked and undiggable.

When making this calculation, the entire depth of the hole, rather than to grade only, is used. A 10' spacing can be used when the entire borehole is at least 20' deep, including sub-drill (Fig. 7-1).

Figure 7-1. Spacing between holes should be no greater than one half the depth of the borehole.
Rule Two
Sub-drill should be from .3 to .5 of spacing.

The word spacing is underlined to underscore the fact that some blasters insist the sub-drill should be determined from the burden. Sub-drill must insure that breakage is at or below grade so that the material at grade can be excavated. Spacing should always be the largest dimension in blasting geometry. To insure breakage between holes, as well as from row to row, sub-drill is based on the spacing (Fig. 7-2).

Rule Three
Stemming should be as near equal to the burden as possible.

Research has shown that when the stemming is greater than the burden, there is very likely to be bouldering at the top of the borehole, since there is no explosive there. The greater the amount of stemming, the greater the amount of bouldering. If stemming is less than the burden, there is a definite possibility that fly rock will result, since the upper portion of the rock has already been cracked and somewhat displaced by reflection of tensile waves because the top of the hole is a vertical free face, just as the rock in front of the borehole is a free face.

Rule Four
The powder factor for a “free face” blast should be between .75 pounds per cubic yard, and 1 pound per cubic yard.

Blasting is a system. Each of the parts must be in proper relationship to all other parts. If the explosive used has a VOD that matches the $V_{50}$ of the rock, using more than 1 pound per cubic yard does not increase breakage, it merely throws the rock farther because of the additional gas pressures built up by the detonation. As a case in point, if the rock is 3D, with many planes of separation loosely held together, and a powder factor in excess of 1 pound per cubic yard is used, there will certainly be a great deal of violent ejection of rock for long distances.

On the other hand, a powder factor of .75 pounds per cubic yard should be more than sufficient to properly blast even the hardest, most competent rock formation, provided that all else in the system is designed for that type of formation, and there is a free face for forward motion of the blasted rock. All the above assumes that there is a close match between the VOD of the explosive and $V_{50}$ of the rock.

![Figure 7-2. Sub-drill should be from .3 to .5 of spacing.](image)
In those instances where there is no free face (vertical) available (called a "sink shot" or "sinking cut"), a powder factor of no less than 1 pound per cubic yard in the case of unconsolidated rock and 1.25 pounds per cubic yard for more massive formations is required. Again, all the other parts of the system must be in place for any successful, well-controlled blast.
Chapter 8: Delay Systems

INTRODUCTION
To attempt to detail and explain the uses of every possible delay system for any given circumstance would be an exercise in futility. To properly use delay systems the blaster must use imagination, understand certain principles, and "read the rock". To simplify the matter, it is best to work with need-to-know information and to design the delay system according to what delays are available, what is to be accomplished, and what the rock demands.

Rectangular vs. Square Patterns
Blasters, like most technicians, tend to find one method of doing something and then stay with that method because it works, because good results have come from using it, and because staying with the tried and true is easy. Many blasters use a square pattern and still use delays. A square pattern is when the drill pattern holds the burden equal to the spacing. With a square pattern, there is equal distribution of explosives in the rock mass. All holes are equidistant from each other. All are loaded very much the same. Not a bad way to do things—at least so far as the equal distribution of explosives is concerned. However, once delays are added into the equation, things change rapidly.

Research has shown that when spacing and burden are equidistant, the detonation of the first borehole or boreholes causes cracking systems to develop that actually break from hole to hole. As a rule, detonation of a single hole toward a free face will cause an angle of break of about 100 degrees. Since the adjacent boreholes are planes of separation, tensile waves will also travel in the direction of those adjacent holes, including those behind the first row (Fig. 8-1). As the spacing is increased in relationship to the burden, the cracking toward adjacent holes is reduced, since the free face is now "the path of least resistance". At the point when the spacing to burden relationship reaches a ratio of 6 to 5, there is little or no cracking toward adjacent holes or to the rear, even though the hole directly behind the hole that has detonated is the same distance from that hole as is the free face to the first hole. This phenomenon has yet to be fully explained (Fig. 8-2). Increasing the spacing to burden ratio does not change the cracking pattern.

Principle 1:
When ever delays are used, the drill pattern should be rectangular, with a spacing to burden relationship of at least 6:5 or $B = 5s \times 0.833$.

Planned Burden vs. Actual Burden
Patterns are drilled with a specified burden and spacing. However, assuming that delays are used, once a borehole has detonated and the rock has moved from its in-situ position, another free face or path of least resistance has been created. This is called the "actual" burden.

There is no doubt that the first borehole to detonate will affect the rock directly in front of it (planned burden) and break on the 100 degree angle, depending upon the rock formation. (The angle may vary from 90 degrees to as much as 110 degrees.) Adjacent holes, however, now have a new free face—the actual burden. When the spacing to burden ratio is 6:5, the new free face is found to be just about half that of the planned burden (Fig. 8-2). Tests have shown that when the spacing is twice
as a rule, detonation of a single hole toward a free face will cause an angle of break of about 100 degrees.

the burden, or when \( S = 2 \) and \( B = 1 \), optimum fragmentation is attained. This has been established and often mentioned in technical literature. However, too often some blasters assume that what is meant is the planned burden. A planned spacing and burden ratio of 2:1 will often produce a sawtooth effect at the new free face, which creates boulders in between boreholes.

**Principle 2:**

*No two holes side by side in any direction should detonate on the same period of delay.*

This principle is outlined above. Delays should be used sequentially, with sufficient delay time between them to allow for rock cracking and movement. When adjacent holes detonate at the same time, there is no delay. If the pattern is rectangular, the angle of breakage changes, and less fine fragmentation can be expected, requiring closer burdens and spacings. Closer burden and spacing increases the powder factor, which may well, and probably will, create fly rock.

**"Scatter" in Delay Cap Timing**

From the very beginning, manufacturers of delay blasting caps were aware that the timing of the caps was not as accurate as blasters were led to believe. It was not until 1978 that Stephen Winzer, Ph.D., of the University of Maryland proved be-
yond doubt that there is, indeed, scatter in delay timing. In the higher periods, the scatter may be as much as one or even two delay periods out of order. The problems that arise from cap scatter are many. If there is not sufficient timing between rows of holes, a hole in a back row may detonate before the hole in front of it. In this event, the second hole now has double the planned burden to move. In addition, the detonation of that hole will in all probability cause cracking of rock around the hole in the preceding row. The results are always violent pluming of gases, throw into the air of rock from both holes, and a complete change in the direction of breakage in all adjacent holes. For that early firing hole, there is no free face except the surface. As it breaks to the surface, it will affect all adjacent holes, including those to the rear.

**Principle 3:**
*Timing between rows should be no less than 10 millisecond per foot of burden.*

There has long been controversy as to how much delay is enough and how much is too much. A two-year study of the effect of delay timing on fragmentation was undertaken on the Coquihalla Highway Project, in British Columbia, Canada. The research proved, to the amazement of those of us who were conducting the work, that a minimum of 10 milliseconds per foot of burden is required for good fragmentation with the lowest powder factor, which means extended spacing and burden, and as much as 15 milliseconds per foot of burden as an optimum. It was also found that by manipulating the timing between rows of holes and limiting the number of rows to no more than three, the actual profile of the muck pile can be adjusted. This has interesting possibilities for reclamation blasting. If a high profile is wanted, a decrease in timing between rows will achieve the desired result. If a low profile is needed, an increase of timing between rows to as much as 25 milliseconds per foot of burden will do the job.

**Principle 4:**
*Just as there should be no less than 10 milliseconds between rows of holes, so too there should be no less than 10 ms between holes.*

Holding sufficient delay time between holes and rows of holes not only provides the best fragmentation, but even more important, will overcome the deleterious effect of cap scatter. Blasting caps are now mostly made in 25 ms increments. If the burden between rows is 10 feet and the delay time is held to 10 ms per foot of burden, there will be a spread of 100 ms between rows, which is four periods of delay. Even the most poorly manufactured blasting caps will not scatter that much.

In defense of the manufacturers of blasting caps, it must be stated that the blasting caps manufactured in the U.S., Canada, and the U.K. are extremely accurate, considering the cost and the fact that they must be accurate within thousandths of a second. (This author has used caps manufactured in four different countries other than those noted, and none come even close in quality control, and all were far more expensive.) The argument regarding scatter is not that it occurs, but that for years, manufacturers either denied the fact or simply ignored it.

**Delay Patterns**

There are any number of preferred delay patterns. There is the ubiquitous "V" cut, the echelon, the corner shot, etc. These are shown in Figures 8-3 through 8-5 below:
Figure 8-3. V-cut millisecond delay pattern. Numbers by holes denote firing order. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 9.5.)

Figure 8-4. Hole delayed row for row. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 9.9.)
Figure 8-5. Millisecond pattern as an echelon shooting to a corner. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 9.6.)

Figure 8-6. Millisecond pattern shooting to a corner. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 9.7.)

Figure 8-7. Millisecond pattern shooting to a corner. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 9.8.)
Chapter 9:  
Initiation Systems

INTRODUCTION

There are two types of initiation systems: electric and non-electric. By definition, an initiation system is that which initiates or starts the process, whatever it may be. The same is true for blasting.

The electric initiation system consists of leg wires, two single-strand copper wires that are connected to a blasting cap, which may or may not have a delay element inside. There is an electric match, which heats up when electricity is applied to it. This heat sets off a primary explosive, which in turn initiates the base charge, which in turn initiates the explosive charge in the borehole (or wherever else that charge is).

The non-electric initiator uses either a low-energy detonating cord (sometimes called Detaline, or some such thing) that detonates at high velocity (23,000–25,000 fps) but has few grains per foot of cord or a reactive powder that has been applied to the inside of a thin plastic tube to which a blasting cap is crimped. Both have millisecond-delay capabilities.

Electric blasting caps

Electric blasting caps have been somewhat described earlier. Figure 9-1 shows how they are made.

The most important feature of the cap is the delay element. It is this part of the cap that actually creates the delay time between when the electricity reaches the cap, and when the cap detonates. It would seem that there could be no misunderstanding about how the delay timing is accomplished. It is hard to believe that there are those among us, far fewer now than in only a few years past, who think that the length of the wire attached to a cap has some delay in it. There are still those who will not connect a cap with 6 feet of wire to a cap with 40 feet of wire because there will be a dif-

Figure 9-1. Masterdet (MS) Electric Detonator. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 6.13.)
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ference in the delay and the resistance. There will certainly be a difference in the resistance. All of about .7 ohms, or thereabout (Figs. 9-2, 9-3).

Leg wires range in length from 4 feet long to as much as 150 feet. The caps with long leg wires are usually inserted into a reel, onto which the wires are wound. These are not used very often except for seismic blasting and exceptional projects. Most quarries and open pit mines are limited to face heights of about 45 feet.

The length of the blasting cap has no relationship to the delay period. It is true that the longer-period delays are often longer than the shorter-period delay caps, but not necessarily.

The color of the leg wires has no particular meaning. There is no positive or negative involved. Except for leg wires in excess of about 80 feet (it varies from manufacturer to manufacturer), the leg wires are different colors. ICI cap wires are usually orange and yellow. IRECO cap wires, green and yellow, etc. There is one rule regarding the color of the wires that should be observed:

Always wire caps color-to-color. There is no electrical reason for this rule. However, when wiring caps one to another to complete a series circuit, if the wires are connected color to color it makes the wiring process easy and is a way to insure that all caps are in the circuit. If there are an even number of caps in the circuit, the last two wires remaining after all caps are wired into a series will be the same color. If there are an odd number of caps in the series, the two remaining leg wires will be different colors. It is the number of caps that is important, not the number of holes, since there is always the possibility that there will be more than one cap in a given borehole if the holes are “decked”. A decked borehole is one that has a primed charge at the bottom, a “deck” of stemming material, then another primed charge, then stemming material at the top. Some boreholes may have as many as three or four decks, depending upon the circumstances.
Blasting Machines

There are three types of blasting machines: (1) T-bar, (2) condenser discharge, and (3) sequential timer.

**T-bar blasting machines** are familiar to most people through movies and pictures. They work on the magneto principle. A T-bar blasting machine looks like a rectangular box with a "T" coming out of the top. There are two wing-nuts attached, to which lead lines are connected. It has been referred to, facetiously of course, as the "John Wayne" box. The raised handle is slammed down sharply and quickly, which drives a magneto to produce electric current. These are now more collectors items than working tools of the trade.

**Capacitor discharge (condenser) blasting machines** are operated using dry cell batteries to active one or more capacitors, which, when the button is pushed or the switch thrown, sends an electric charge through the lead wires. The charge is generally in the range of 440 volts. Amperage depends upon the resistance. All CD blasting machines have a plate or decal permanently affixed that indicates the capacity of the machine. It will state that the machine will detonate a given number of blasting caps, each with a stated resistance, in series, in series-parallel, or parallel. Most CD blasting machines warn against the use of straight parallel circuits since they require a great deal more amperage than most CD machines produce.

**Sequential blasting machines** are relatively new on the scene. This is a blasting machine that through a circuit board can initiate 10 separate circuits, one after the other (Figs. 9-4, 9-5).

These machines are especially valuable when a great number of caps are involved. The circuitry is complicated, and great care must be exercised to insure that no wires are cut as each circuit detonates and causes rock movement. Improper use of the equipment will very likely cause a rather impressive misfire. Whole series may fail to fire if one wire is cut. To explain the method of calculating the circuits, the wiring thereof, and the means of making all the connections is more than can be done in this manual. To familiarize oneself with the use of the sequential blasting machine, the manufacturers recommendations should be followed. Another source of excellent information is chapter 9, pages 245 through 277 in the aforementioned "Explosives and Rock Blasting" published by ICI, USA, Dallas, Texas. For blasters, the advice is "read the instructions, before all else fails" since failure can be devastating. For those with oversight responsibilities, it is best to leave the whole matter in the hands of those who should know how to use the equipment. Sequential blasting machines are a marvelous advance in delay blasting, but like all tools, they must be used properly.

**Electrical Calculations**

This manual is not meant to fully train blasters in electric theory or mathematics. What follows should suffice for field work and for an understanding of what to look for and how to know if things are proper or not.

**Series circuits** are the most common connections made in blasting (Fig. 9-6). Connections are made as shown in the figure.

To calculate the total resistance in a series circuit, simply add the resistance in each cap. Most electric blasting caps have a resistance of about 2.5 ohms. In mathematical terms, the total resistance in a series circuit is:

\[ R_T = R_1 + R_2 + R_3 \ldots \ldots \text{etc.} \]

The total resistance in a series with 10 caps, at 2.5 ohms each is 25 ohms.

Since most CD blasting machines will detonate 50 caps of 2 ohms each, no more than 100 ohms should be in any series. This information is on the plate or decal
mentioned earlier. With that in mind, the full capacity of the blasting machine should not be used. If the series contains 50 caps at 2.5 ohms each, the total resistance is 125 ohms. There is usually about 5 ohms in the lead line, bringing the total to 130 ohms. If this circuit is fired there is a good possibility that one or more caps in the circuit will fail to detonate, resulting in a dangerous, time-consuming, and very, very embarrassing misfire. The solution, of course, is the parallel-series circuit.

**Parallel-series circuits** are used when series circuits exceed the capacity of the blasting machine for series circuits (Fig. 9-6).

To calculate the total resistance in a parallel circuit use the formula:

![Figure 9-4. BM 175-10 Sequential Blasting Machine. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 9.38.)](image)
Total Resistance = \( \frac{1}{R_1 + R_2 + R_3 + R_4} \)

For example, if each series has 40 caps at 2.5 ohms, the total resistance in each series is \( 40 \times 2.5 = 100 \) ohms. The four series connected in parallel with each other would equal a total of 25 ohms.

The rule to follow is: *Divide the resistance of one series by the number of series.*

An even more important rule to follow when using parallel-series circuits is:

*All series must contain the same number of caps, plus or minus one.*

For example, assume there are 149 caps in the circuit. How many series should there be, and how many caps should there be in each series? (Be sure not to reach the capacity of the blasting machine, which allows for 50 caps at 2 ohms each.)

3 series with 2 series of 50 and 1 series of 49 = 149?
This obeys the rule, does it not?

No! Two series are at the rated capacity of the machine. Not a good idea.

4 series \( (149 / 4 = 37 ) \) \( 4 \times 37 = 148 \).
Three series should have 37 caps. \( 37 \times 3 = 111 \).
One series should have 38 caps. \( 111 + 38 = 149 \).
The series are “balanced” plus or minus one.

---

**Figure 9-5.** TB11 Circuit Board. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 9.41.)

**Figure 9-6.** Connections for electric fields. (Reprinted from Tamrock Inc. [Denver, Colo.], 1978, Handbook of Surface Drilling and Blasting, figure 4.10.)
Blaster's Galvanometers

The first thing to know about galvanometers is this: Under no circumstances should a standard galvanometer be used to test blasting circuits. This has been stated previously in the Glossary (Fig. 9-7).

It cannot be repeated too often. A blaster's galvanometer will indicate if there is no (open) circuit or if there is a circuit and approximately how much resistance is in that circuit. When parallel-series circuits are tested, the galvanometer will, of course, read the total resistance as if it were a series (Fig. 9-8).

There should be five checks made with the blaster's galvanometer:

1. Cap checked immediately after hole is stemmed.
2. Cap checked before it is connected to the previously checked cap.
3. Series checked after all caps are wired into the circuit.
4. Series checked before it is connected to lead wire.
5. Circuit checked before it is connected to blasting machine.

Figure 9-7. Atlas blasting galvanometers. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 6.20.)

Figure 9-8. Readings on the galvanometer.
Blaster's Multimeters

As with galvanometers, no multimeter that is not specifically designated as a blaster's multimeter should be used to check a blasting circuit. The multimeter acts much the same as a galvanometer, except that it is much more accurate and will read the resistance to within 1 or 2 ohms. Blaster's multimeters are recommended where there is a complicated parallel circuit (Fig. 9-9).

Non-Electric Initiation Systems

Non-els, as they are called, have come on the market in the past 15 years. In the beginning, they were comprised of a low-energy detonating cord (LEDC) with a delay blasting cap crimped to the end. There were problems, the most important of which was that when Class A explosives were used, wherever the LEDC touched the explosive, that is where initiation began. Very often, instead of bottom initiation, the result was top initiation or somewhere in between. This did not make for good blasting.

The most common type of non-el is the "reactive" powder previously mentioned (Fig. 9-10). Most non-els have a low-energy blasting cap at one end, with a connector attached. These are usually 25 ms each. The bottom of the line has the delay blasting cap, usually 350 ms delay. The top connectors are attached to adjacent lines, causing a 25 ms delay from hole to hole. The circuitry can be complicated or simple, depending upon the delay pattern. For simple row-for-row blasting in echelon, this method is simplicity itself (Fig. 9-11).

The use of this type of initiation has become widespread. Whether this is true because of what appears to be simplicity, or lower cost than electric caps; (when
connectors are used to make the circuit or when a so-called "redundant system" is used, they are, in fact, more expensive than electric caps) or because the manufacturers have striven mightily to convince the blasters that this method is “better” than electric is a matter of conjecture. There has always been a “scare” factor with the use of electric caps. The fear of accidental detonation due to radio frequency wave or lightning or two-way radios has been around since the beginning. The fact is that there is no known instance of a radio wave setting off a blasting cap. The question of lightning is another story. Lightning is a problem with any blasting. Why would anyone stand out on a hill loading boreholes with electric caps or non-els when there is lightning around. In 1986, there were 10 individuals killed by lightning strikes during a blasting operation. Three were handling electric blasting caps. The individuals were killed; the shots did not detonate. Four were using air track drills; there is not much that can be said about that. Three were loading non-el systems; the shots did not detonate.

There is one major important and overlooked drawback to the use of non-els. There is no way to check the circuit to insure that everything is in proper working order. If one down line is kinked or broken during loading, or one line on the surface is stepped on and thereby cut off, there is no way to tell that part of the circuit will not fire. If, because of rock movement from previous detonations, one line is cut, the cap at the bottom of the hole will not detonate. There is now a blasting cap, and part of a column of explosive in the muck pile. To understand what that means, wait until the loader or dozer operator finds it! Or consider what it means if that charge is inadvertently loaded into a rock crusher along with the muck. Both have happened.

Figure 9-12. Examples of parallel-series connection with non-el system. (Reprinted from Tamrock Inc. [Denver, Colo.], 1978, Handbook of Surface Drilling and Blasting, figure 4.14.)
Chapter 10:
Vibrations from Blasting

INTRODUCTION

The study of vibrations caused by blasting has become a discipline in its own right. To attempt to cover the entire subject would take an entire volume. In the book "Explosives and Rock Blasting", the subject covers a total of 90 pages. For the purposes of this manual, only the high spots can be mentioned. Most vibration problems can be overcome if specific formulas are used to determine the amount of explosives that can be detonated on any single delay period, so that no damage will result for reclamation blasting.

This chapter will cover the following:

1. Causes of vibration
2. Vibration effects under various conditions
3. Formulas used to avoid excessive vibration
4. The use and placement of vibration measuring equipment

CAUSES OF VIBRATIONS FROM BLASTING

Vibrations from blasting are caused by movement of rock or soil, not by the sonic waves generated by the detonation of explosives. It is lateral movement that causes damage to structures. A sinusoidal wave is generated, and the distance between the peaks of that wave, the amplitude of the wave, tends to "rock" the structure, causing it to vibrate and causing cracking on walls (Fig. 10-1). The actual mechanism is nowhere that simple. But this must now suffice.

The amount of time the vibration takes place has a great deal of bearing on the amount of damage that will be done (Fig. 10-2). That point needs little explanation.

In blasting the amplitude and intensity of the wave is determined by how many pounds of explosives detonate. There is more than enough data collected to be sure that to eliminate added vibration as detonations occur in a blast, there must be no less than 8-12 ms between detonations. Here is another reason for the proper use of delay timing between holes and rows to avoid cap scatter effects

For example: Assume that holes are delayed 25 ms, one from the other. If one delay cap detonates late by 15 ms, it will detonate 35 ms after initiation. That cap is now

Figure 10-1. Idealized vibration trace—displacement, velocity, or acceleration vs. time. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, figure 11.3.)
15 ms into the firing of the next hole. If that hole fires 5 ms early it will fire at 20 ms, and there remains only 5 ms between detonations. If each hole contained 100 lbs of explosives, and it was determined that 150 pounds detonating on any period of delay would cause damage to a nearby structure, that damage would certainly occur.

**VIBRATION EFFECTS UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS**

If the structure closest to the blast is founded on fill, sand, dirt, etc., there will be more damage done than if it is founded on rock that is three-dimensional and loosely cemented together. Even less damage will be done if the structure is founded on good competent rock. The point being that as the rock becomes more and more competent, there is less lateral and upward movement.

The structure itself has an effect. If the structure has a slab floor, there may well be cracking as compared to one that is founded on solid rock. Even less damage will be done if the structure has a basement footing that is in the rock.

While sand, dirt fill, gravel, etc., will cause more vibration because of the lateral and slightly upward movement created by the sinusoidal wave, the wave will not travel as far, since it will decay very rapidly because of the low sonic velocity of the material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Significant</th>
<th>Moderately significant</th>
<th>Insignificant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Within the control of mine operators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge weight per delay</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of delay</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detonator accuracy</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burden and spacing</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stemming (amount)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stemming (type)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge length and diameter</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle of borehole</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction of initiation</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge weight per blast</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge depth</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare versus covered detonating cord</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiating system—electric versus nonelectric detonators</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not in control of mine operators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General surface terrain</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type and depth of overburden</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 10-2. Ground vibration variables. (Reprinted from Atlas Powder Company, 1987, Explosives and Rock Blasting, table 11.4.)*
FORMULAS TO AVOID EXCESSIVE VIBRATIONS

There are two formulas that can be used to avoid possible vibration damage: the New Jersey “energy ratio” formula and the scaled distance formula.

New Jersey “Energy Ratio” Formula

This formula, which has been accepted in most courts, is used where the distance between structure and blast is very small. It states that you will not exceed a peak particle velocity (PPV) of 2 inches per second per second if you hold the explosive weight on any single delay period to .25 lbs per foot of distance to the structure.

For example, a distance of 12 feet.

\[ 12 \text{ feet} \times 0.25 = \text{ explosive weight 3 pounds per delay.} \]

The formula is reliable up to about 100 feet.

Scaled Distance Formula

The second and more commonly used formula is known as the “scaled distance formula”. It was devised by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for use particularly in open pit coal mines, but is now used by most agencies, mines, and quarries. The formula is:

\[ D / (W)^{0.5} \]

Where \( D = \) distance and \( W = \) weight of the charge on any single delay period.

The “scaled” portion of the formula can be anywhere from 50 to as low as 20, depending on the rock type and structure type.

For example: If the structure is 100 feet away and founded on overburden, the scaled distance should be 50.

\[ 100 / 50 = 2 \]

2 is the square root of the charge, therefore the total explosive weight should not exceed 4 pounds.

Obviously this figure is very low. In this instance the New Jersey formula may be used. \( (100 \times 0.25 = 25 \text{ lbs}) \)

If, on the other hand, the structure is 1200 feet away and founded on rock, the scaled distance could be 30.

\[ 1200 / 30 = 40 \]

\[ 40 \times 40 = 1600 \text{ lbs on any delay period.} \]

Both formulas are rules of thumb rather than precise. Neither should be used except as a guide for the first blast. The only way to really determine whether or not damage has been done is to use vibration measuring equipment.

THE USE AND PLACEMENT OF VIBRATION MEASURING EQUIPMENT

There are several types of measuring equipment specifically designed for measuring vibration created by blasting. All have special features. All work perfectly well, provided they are properly calibrated and properly placed. The main points to consider are:

Use

The equipment should be used only by persons thoroughly trained in the use of the particular machine. It is always preferable to have the machine placed and the results read by someone other than the blaster, contractor, mine operator, etc. In short, some who has no vested interest in the outcome.

Monitoring equipment that provides an immediate print-out is better, in most instances, than that which requires developing and interpretation. If the blasting is
an on-going operation, there is a need to know, from blast to blast, what is going on, how close the results are to acceptable tolerances, etc. Any competent blaster should be able to use this type of equipment, since he has no control over the results.

Placement

If an outside geotechnical firm is using the monitor, their operator will place the machine. If the work is being done in-house, the machine should be placed between the blast and the nearest structure. It is always a good idea to place more than one piece of monitoring equipment around the blast site.

PRE-BLAST SURVEYS

Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon making a pre-blast survey of all surrounding structures. The survey must be made by an outside specialist rather than by any member of the organization that is doing the blasting. All structures within any possible damage range must be thoroughly surveyed. All individuals who are involved in blasting should know that after the blast has taken place, owners of nearby structures will find cracks, settlement, displacement, all of which were pre-existing, but never noticed. The lack of a proper survey by a qualified specialist is an open invitation to lawsuits. The damage may be real or imagined, but it will be a problem.
Chapter 11: Blasting Plans and Logs

INTRODUCTION

Blasting Plans

Blasting plans are a normal requirement for any blasting operation. The contractor who is responsible for the blasting is asked to submit to the contracting agency a general outline detailing how the blasting is to proceed. In the private sector, the contractor should require that the blaster, blasting foreman, or whomever else may be responsible for the work, submit a blasting plan as well. The plan, if required by an outside agency, should not be “accepted” by that agency. Note should be made that the plan, if not refused, does not mean that the agency necessarily approves the plan, but accepts it only in that there is no apparent danger to property, people, or the environment. Under no circumstance should anyone in an oversight capacity tell the person who is directly responsible for the blasting exactly how to do the work. All specific details should be left to those who are directly responsible for the results of the blasting.

Blasting Logs

Blasting logs are made on the site, as each hole is primed, loaded, stemmed, wired, and connected to the circuit, be it non-electric or electric. There should not be any what are known in the trade as, “barroom logs”. That is, the log must not be made after the fact, but during the operation. Blasting logs should be kept for a period of time after the work is completed so that they can be referred to at a later date if it is required for one or more reasons.

REQUIRED INFORMATION

Blasting Plans

The following information should be required on all blasting plans:

- Station at beginning of blast and end of blast (if applicable)
- Average depth of holes to grade
- Diameter of borehole
- Average amount of sub-drill
- Spacing of holes
- Burden
- Stemming
- Type of explosive to be used
- Manufacturer of explosive (technical data sheet to accompany plan)
- VOD and $D_e$ of explosive
- Size of cartridges (if applicable)
- Average pounds of explosives per hole
- Total amount of explosives in blast
- Type, VOD, $D_e$, size of primer (if applicable)
Method of initiation (electric or non-electric)
If non-electric, type of initiator (reactive powder, detaline, etc.)
Placement of initiator (bottom, center, top, double primed, etc.)
Number of delays
Number of pounds of explosive per delay period
Number of rows of holes
Number of holes per row
If electric initiation, type, size, and capacity of blasting machine
Number of detonators in each series (if applicable)
Number of series in parallel (if applicable)
Estimated date and time of blast
Names of Blaster in Charge, and all helpers
Means of guarding the blast area during blasting
Type and number of audible warning signals
Cubic yards of rock estimated (including calculations)

Blasting Logs
Blasting logs must have the following information:
   Depth of hole (measured after plug is removed and before any loading)
   Amount of sub-drill
   Delay period
   Weight or size or name of primer (if applicable)
   Pounds of explosives (in feet, if poured explosives are used)
   Amount of water in hole (if applicable)
   Amount of stemming (in feet)
To be filled out after all loading, wiring, and firing is completed:
   Name of blaster and helpers
   Date and time of blast
   Weather conditions
   A detailed report on misfired holes, and cause thereof (if applicable)
   Results of blast
   Amount, if any, of fly rock
   Any damage or injury reported
   Total pounds of explosives used
   Total number of each delay period used
   Type of initiation (electric or non-electric)
   Total cubic yards of rock (including calculations)
   Comments (to include any untoward occurrences)
   Signature of Blaster in Charge
A suggested blasting log and method of recording information is found on the following unnumbered page.
EXPLOSIVES SERVICES CORPORATION

BLASTING LOG

PROJECT _______________________________ DATE ________________

LOG NUMBER ___________ BLASTER IN CHARGE ______________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOLE #</th>
<th>HOLE DEPTH</th>
<th>WATER IN HOLE</th>
<th>DELAY PERIOD</th>
<th>CHARGE</th>
<th>CHARGE</th>
<th>CHARGE</th>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Addendum One

Drills and Drilling
Drills and Drilling

There are three types of rock drills. (1) Rotary; (2) Rotary-percussion; (3) Down-the-hole. Each will be examined in turn.

Rotary drills are just what the name implies (see figure 1). A bit, either "roller-cone" or "drag", is mounted at the end of a drill rod, often called a "keley bar". A rotation motor mounted at the top of the mast provides turning movement. As with all drills, there is a "feed" which forces the bit into the rock. The combination of pull-down and rotation causes the bit to chew the rock into chips. The chips are then forced to the surface by air from a compressor which is fed through the drill rod and the bit.

The drill rig normally contains the following components:

* Diesel or electric motor for crawler tracks, hydraulic units and compressor.

* Compressor for flush air

* Mast with rod handling system, rotation motor and feed motor.

* Cabin with controls for driller.

![Typical rotary rig](figure 1)

Rotary drill bits can drill into medium-hard, to soft rock. Medium-hard rock is drilled with a "roller-cone" bit. A "drag" bit is used in soft rock. (see figures 2 & 3) Bit sizes range from 2.5" to as much as 12" in diameter. As the diameter of the bit increases additional down-pull is required, more torque is needed, and the rotation speed is decreased. Rotary drills are used in coal mines, bauxite mines, etc., and not normally found in rock quarries, or open pit mines, except in the instances noted.

![figure 2](image 2) ![figure 3](image 3)
Rotary-Percussion drills are often referred to as "air track" drills. Figure 4 details the parts of the air track drill. These drills can be operated either by air or hydraulics. Both require air to blow drill fines from the borehole.

1. Drifter
2. Chain feed
3. Boom
4. Drifter controls
5. Feed motor
6. Ground pin
7. Boom controls
8. Central oiler
9. Tracks
10. Boom lift cylinder
11. Feed extension cylinder
12. Retaining centralizer
13. Feed tilt cylinder

Pneumatic air track drills require a compressor to operate both the tramming motors (tracks), the boom system, and the drill (often called the drifter). Hydraulic R-P drills use hydraulics for tramming, the boom system, and the drifter, but still have an on-board or trailing compressor for blow air.

Modern air track drills, both hydraulic and pneumatic often are self contained in that there is an on-board compressor, and sometimes a cab for the driller. (see figure 5)

Borehole Size

Rotary-percussion drills can easily drill holes from 2" to 4". If drill rod size is increased from the normal 1.5" to 1.75" or 2" the more modern drills can handle a 5" bit up to about 40 feet. After 40 feet there is not enough blow air to evacuate all the drill fines from the bottom of the hole. The norm for air track drills is from 2.5" to 3.5".
Accessories

All rotary-percussion drills require the following accessories: (1) Striking bar; (2) couplings (sleeves); (3) drill rods; (4) drill bits.

The striking bar fits into the drifter (drill) and extends out of the drifter to couple with the first drill rod. The bit is connected to one end of the first drill rod. Additional drill rods can be attached, through the use of additional couplings with drill rods in between.

Operation of the drifter

The drifter provides not only the rotation to keep the bit moving in the hole, but also the hammering necessary to chip the rock so that penetration can take place. The feed chain, and down pressure mechanism pulls the drifter down, as the bit penetrates the rock.

It should be noted that the drifter drill is a relatively sophisticated piece of equipment. The relationship between rock hardness, penetration rate, rotation, and down pressure is a delicate one. As the rock gets softer, the down pressure should be eased, since the penetration rate will, of course, increase. This increase will produce more fines than the blow-air can force to the surface, and the fines may well fall back into the hole behind the bit, to the point where the drill string cannot be withdrawn. As the down pressure is decreased the rotation can be increased to "auger" the bit through the soft rock. As rock hardness increases, the rotation should be decreased to avoid "burning" the bit, while the down pressure is increased to provide optimum impact on the rock.

Down-the-holedrills

In Down-The-Hole (DTH) drilling percussive energy is generated by a hammer at the bottom of the hole, transmitted to the rock face directly through the bit. The feed (mast) supports extension tubes, which convey air and transmit torque, and a rotation motor which provides rotation. At the bottom of the mast is a lift motor which withdraws the tubes and hammer from the hole. The major advantage of the DTH drill is the fact that penetration rates remain the same, no matter how many tubes are added to the string. If the drill produces 60 feet per hour for the first ten feet, it will continue to do so when the hole is 60 feet deep, or even deeper. In addition to this advantage, in general the DTH drill does not require as much air as a drifter drill, since the air which produces the hammering effect is also used as the blow air through a non-return flap valve. DTH drills usually use high pressure air in the range of 250 psi. While the drifter drill uses about 110 psi. Figure 6 indicates the parts of the DTH drill.
Air requirements

All drills require air to blow rock fines from the hole. Self-contained hydraulic track drills, and rotary drills have on-board compressors, usually supplying air volume of 250 cfm to 350 cfm.

Pneumatic drifter drills, either self contained or with an attached compressor, require a great deal more air since the air supply must provide energy not only to blow air, but to operate the drifter, the boom system, and tramming motors, as already noted. The minimum air required of most drifter drills is at least 900 cfm. There is an old driller’s adage with states that while it is possible to have too little air, you can’t have too much.

Standard air track drills pull the compressor behind them, and are coupled to the compressor with a 2” heavy duty, high pressure air hose. These are generally 50’ in length. Additional hoses may be coupled on to extend the distance between the drill and the compressor. (see figure 7) Some hydraulic drills pull a small 250 cfm or 350 cfm compressor coupled behind them. Extending the air hose longer than 50 feet decreases the volume of air available by about 5% per 50 feet, through loss due to heat and friction of the air passing through the hose.

Effect of Altitude

It is not unusual to find a driller confused because he cannot attain the penetration rate which the drill should produce. This reduction in efficiency may be due to altitude. There is about a 3% loss of pressure for each 1,000 feet of altitude.

Penetration rates

Penetration rates will vary greatly from the following causes:

* Rock hardnss
* Altitude
* Dull or worn drill bits
* Compressor psi
* Compressor cfm
* Driller competency
* Insufficient blow-air
* In sufficient down pressure
* Too many drill rods
* Excessive down pressure
* Unstable drill platform (see figures 8 & 9)

Penetration by an air track drill will decrease as each drill rod is added. The drill rods are normally 10' in length, though most drills will accommodate 12' rods. Some drifter drills have 25' masts, rather than the normal 15', and will accommodate 20' drill rods. The loss as each drill rod is added can be as much as 1 foot per minute when there are 4 to 5 drill rods added to the string. The actual rate is determined by the factors noted above.
Addendum Two

Blasting Operations Check List for Supervisory Personnel
Pre-Blast Check List for Supervisory Personnel

This check list is a guide for supervisory or over-sight personnel whose function it is to insure that safety procedures are set and complied with. Supervisory or over-sight personnel should NOT make specific recommendations of a technical nature, nor interfere with the performance of the Blaster-in-charge unless there is a clear and obvious violation of safety procedures and/or regulations. In short, do not tell those responsible for the work HOW to do the work, only what is to be accomplished, and what he Can Not do. Under no circumstances should the work be allowed to continue if what is being done is dangerous to persons, property or the environment.

Blaster-in-charge qualifications

(a) Has the BIC submitted a full and accurate resume. Has the resume been checked for accuracy. Is the BIC qualified by both training and experience to do the work required?

(b) Are the licenses of the BIC current, and endorsed for the type of blasting required?

(c) Are all helpers qualified and experienced?

(d) Will the BIC be present during all loading, wiring, and detonating activities?

(e) Has the BIC submitted the blasting plan? Is the plan accurate, readable, and signed by the BIC?

Blasting Plan

(a) Has a blasting plan been submitted? (The plan should be submitted no less than 72 hours before drilling commences)

(b) Is the spacing of holes at or less than 1/2 the depth of the hole?

(c) Is the stemming equal to or greater than .7 of the planned burden? Is the calculated powder factor correct?

(d) Is the blast sufficiently delayed to avoid damage due to vibration? Has the BIC included the maximum pounds of explosive for any single delay period?

(e) Does the blast plan indicate vibration criteria in accordance with the Scaled Distance Formula or other mathematical formulations? (First blast only if blast monitoring equipment is to be used.) If monitoring equipment is not used, each plan should have information regarding distance to nearest structure, pounds of explosive on any single delay period, and sufficient delay from period to period to avoid cap scatter.
Blasthole Loading Check List

(a) Is there a loading plan?

(b) Is the BIC really in charge? (If there is confusion, uncertainty, and a lack of planning and control the operation should be halted immediately, and until some organization is apparent!)

(c) Are explosives off-loaded from vehicles, and neatly stacked away from actual loading?

(d) Are powder poles sufficiently long to reach the bottom of the deepest borehole?

(e) Is the depth of the hole checked before loading?

(f) Is the proper information as required on the shot log recorded as each hole is loaded?

(g) Are individual loading holes qualified, and are they supervised?

(h) Are there too many individuals involved in loading? Have all spectators been removed from the area?

(i) If electric caps are used are they checked with a blaster's galvanometer after stemming is loaded?

(J) If electric caps are used is more than one person wiring any one series?

(k) If electric caps are used is each series checked for proper resistance with a blaster's galvanometer before connection into a parallel-series circuit?

(l) If surface delays are used is the entire area cleared before surface delays are connected into the system?

(m) Is the loading area clear of trash, equipment, etc.?

(n) Are no smoking signs posted? Has a smoking area been designated?

(o) Are vehicles parked at least 50 feet from loading operations?

(p) Is everyone clear of the area before final connections are made?
Pre-blast Inspection

(a) Is the blast area clear of all vehicles, equipment, explosives, trash, and personnel?
(b) Is there a blast site control plan?
(c) Have site guards been properly briefed by the BIC?
(d) Is there a warning signal to be used by guards in the event the blast must be aborted?
(e) Has the BIC insured that there are no persons exposed to potential fly rock?
(f) Has the BIC insured that the audible signals can be heard by the guard farthest from the blast site?
(g) If (f) above is impossible, has the BIC established radio control for the guard or guards?
(h) Are "Blast Area" signs in place at all approaches to the blast site?
(i) Has the BIC insured that all personnel on the project are familiar with the pre-blast, and post-blast audible signals?
(j) Are all personnel wearing hard hats?
(k) Is everyone involved, including spectators, under cover before the blast?

Safety Check for Drills and Drilling

(a) Are all drillers, helpers, and persons near drilling operations properly equipped?
   
   1. Gloves on hands at all time when using drill
   2. Hard hats on at all times
   3. Safety glasses available and worn
   4. Dust equipment inplace and in use, including dust masks for driller and helper

(b) Are all main air feed hoses properly safety chained?
(c) Are compressor wheels blocked at all times when compressor is not moving?
(d) Is the mast laid back to nearly horizontal when drill is tramming (Boom extension in)?
(e) If drilling is on a steep slope is the tugger winch properly secured?

(f) Is winch cable sufficient to completely hold the drill? Is it in good condition? Is the winch brake operative and being used?

(g) If drilling is on a steep slope is the driller tied off to something other than the drill?

(h) If the driller to be left alone is there someone who can keep visual contact with him at all times?

(i) Are the tracks of the platform firmly seated on the ground?

Post-Blast Check List

(a) Did the BIC check the entire blast area before allowing anyone else into the blasted area?

(b) Did the BIC insure that all smoke from the blast had dissipated before entering the blast area?

(c) Did the BIC insure that all guards checked in after the blast, and remained on station until the all clear had sounded?

(d) Was the entire area checked for misfires?

(e) If the blast was initiated electrically were all wires which were visible checked for continuity before anyone was allowed into the area?

(f) If the blast was initiated with "non-els" was the area checked for cut-offs or unfired surface connectors?

(g) If any misfires occurred did the BIC take proper action to clear the misfire before allowing anyone to return to the area?

(h) Was the blast site checked for possible live charges?

(i) Were all explosives returned to magazines?
Addendum Three

Estimating Worksheet
Estimating The Blasting Project

Work Sheet

Step 1:
Make evaluation of rock formation  
RQ  PQ  DQ  CQ  
3D  2D  LPS  SPB  SRB

Step 2:
Select explosives based on matching VOD to Vso

Step 3:
Determine "Z" of Rock

\[ Z = 1.31 \times Sg \times \left(\frac{Vso}{1000}\right) \]

Step 4:
Determine K of explosive

\[ 0.418 \times De \times \frac{VOD}{1000} \left(1 + .8De\right) \]

Step 5:
Determine CPF (Powder Factor)

\[ \frac{Z}{K} \]

Step 6:
Determine hole size. (Use largest diameter bit consistent with type of drill)

Step 7:
Determine Spacing (Be sure that spacing is not greater than 1/2 depth of shallowest holes)

\[ S = 3\left(C^2 \times \frac{De}{CPF}\right)^5 \]
Step 8:
Determine Burden

\[ B = S \times 0.833 \]

Step 9:
Determine Sub-Drill

\[ SD = 0.3 \text{ to } 0.5 \times S \]

(If rock is PQ or RQ, LPS; SRB; SPB use 0.4. If 3D or 2D, use 0.3. If definitely PQ; RQ; and SRB use 5)

Step 10:
Determine depth of holes to grade (Average if most holes are of the same depth. If there is variance in hole depths, recalculate for each section of holes of approximately the same depth.)

Step 11:
Determine cubic yards produced by a single hole

\[ CY/Hg = S \times B \times HD_g / 27 \]

Step 12:
Determine number of holes required

\[ \text{Holes Required} = \frac{\text{Quantity Required}}{\text{Cubic yards per hole}} \]

Step 13:
Determine total drilling required

\[ \text{Total drilling} = \text{Holes required} \times HD \] (includes sub drill total)

Step 14:
Determine pounds of explosives per hole
Pounds per hole = \( \frac{D e x C^2 x (HD - Ts)}{3} \)

Step 15:
Determine total explosives required

\( \text{Step 13 x number of holes} \)

(Can also divide required yards by CPF)

Step 16:
Determine Cost of drilling

1. Determine drill rate (Air track approx 1 foot per minute. Rotary drill approx 3 feet per minute. Hydraulic drill 1.5 feet per minute. Add 15% for each drill rod added up to 30 feet. Add 20% for each drill rod over 30 feet, except for rotary or DTH. DTH drill rate stays the same.)

2. Determine number of hours of operation of drill.

\( \text{Total feet of drilling required / drill rate} \)

3. Determine cost of drill and compressor rental or amortization per hour (Cost per month / 176 hours)

4. Add cost of Striker bars; drill bits; drill rods; couplings; rock drill oil (.5 gals hr.); compressor fuel (Divide cfm by 100). (Drill rods 4000-5000 feet; Bits 1000-1200 feet; Couplings 1500-2500 feet; Striker bar 2500 feet. Cost will vary greatly depending upon rock type, silica content of rock, competence of driller, terrain, etc.)

Step 17:
Determine cost of explosives

\( \text{Step 14 x cost per pound} \)

Step 18:
Determine cost of primers, if applicable

\( \text{Number of holes x number of primers per hole x cost per primer} \)

Step 19:
Determine cost of initiators

Step 20:
Determine cost of labor

\( \text{Number of hours of drilling required x hourly wage of labor (2 men, driller and helper if applicable)} \)
Step 21:
Determine cost of loading, wiring, shot-firing

6 minutes per hole for loading and wiring
(include cost per hour for Blaster and all helpers involved in wiring, removing explosives, etc.)

Step 22:
Determine cost of moving drill for hole to hole

Cost per hour for labor and drill and compressor x 4 minutes per hole for set up from hole to hole

Step 23:
Add cost of move in and move out of drill and compressor, set up time etc.

Step 24:
Add cost of overhead, taxes, contributions, and profit (depending on greed factor)
Reclamation of Quarries

by David K. Norman

Quarried rock is consolidated material mined by blasting, ripping, or cutting. Rock types commonly quarried in Washington include basalt, andesite, granodiorite, limestone, dolomite, and, in the past, sandstone. When operations cease, unreclaimed working faces and engineered benches can be obtrusive, unsafe, liable to erode, and aesthetically unpleasant. However, reclaimed quarries can create spectacular landscapes and add to the variety of landforms in an area.

Washington’s Surface Mining Act (Chapter 78.44 RCW), which is administered by the Department of Natural Resources, defines reclamation as “the reasonable protection of all surface resources subject to disruption from surface mining and rehabilitation of the surface resources affected by surface mining including the area under stockpiled materials. Although both the need for and the practicability of reclamation will control the type and degree of reclamation in any specific instance, the basic objective will be to reestablish on a continuing basis the vegetative cover, soil stability, water conditions, and safety conditions appropriate to the intended subsequent use of the area.” [emphasis added]. RCW 78.44 also states that “the slopes of quarry walls in rock or other consolidated materials shall have no prescribed angle of slope, but where a hazardous condition is created that is not indigenous to the immediate area, the quarry shall be either graded or backfilled to a slope of one foot horizontal to one foot vertical or other precautions must be taken to provide adequate safety” (RCW 78.44.090 (4)).

The goal of RCW 78.44 is that reclamation create stable, usable land at a mined site. The reclaimed quarry should appear natural, that is, slopes should be sinuous and right-angle corners should be rounded. The height and angle of some working quarry faces need not be reduced if there were tall cliffs in the area prior to mining (Fig. 1). Subsequent uses of a quarry will be constrained by its post-mining topography. For example, cliffs are appropriate if the subsequent use of the pit floor is forestry or grazing and it is in a mountainous area.

Several methods of reclamation can be used to convert a quarry into a stable site that blends with surrounding landforms at a minimum cost. This article introduces some of these methods. It is a companion to “Reclamation of sand and gravel mines” (Norman and Lingley, 1992), which discusses strategies for topsoil replacement, revegetation, and various subsequent uses that will be applicable in many quarries. As with sand and gravel pits, the strategy of choice for quarries is segmental reclamation. These similarities notwithstanding, the differences in approach to reclaiming sand and gravel pits and quarries are distinct enough to warrant this separate discussion.

RECLAMATION PLANS

Quarry operators should prepare and follow a detailed and effective operating and reclamation plan. This plan should be simple, practical, and easy to implement. The plan should also be flexible and take into account both market changes and the potential for unanticipated changes in geologic conditions that will affect reclamation. In addition, the plan should make provision for high-quality reclamation, even if mining to depletion does not occur. Managers and senior equipment operators must be familiar with the reclamation plan and the obligations to which the permit holder has committed.

A typical operation and reclamation plan might include:

- A map showing existing topography, hydrology, and details on how the site will be mined and whether it will be left wet or dry
- Information about subsequent use of the land, appropriate for the location of the quarry
- An indication of the sequence of topsoil stripping, storing, and replacement on mined segments
- A map showing direction and sequence of excavation for prompt reclamation after mining on any segment and within the constraints of economically efficient mining

Figure 1. A reclaimed quarry in mountainous terrain. Naturally hazardous conditions (cliffs) are present in the immediate area. Chutes, spurs, scree slopes, and soil on the scree have created a natural appearance. Trees now grow on the slope where soil is located and complete the reclamation. The site will be used for forestry in the future. Note person (midslope) for scale. Photo by M. A. Shawver.
Figure 2. Selective blasting (top) can produce a natural appearance by eliminating right-angle corners, straight lines, and flat surfaces. The resulting scree slopes (bottom) provide a suitable medium for revegetation when soil is pushed onto them.

Figure 3. Blasting (top) can reduce or remove benches and create scree slopes (bottom) that can be further stabilized by plantings.

Figure 4. Topsoil placed on benches and on a fractured quarry floor will make the site look natural and prepare it for revegetation.

- Designation of overburden storage areas beyond the limit of mining but positioned for the shortest possible downhill transport during reclamation
- Location of waste rock piles and information on how they will be reclaimed and stabilized
- A map showing the final grades and shapes of quarry walls and floor, incorporating sinuous contours
- A description of surface-water drainage, water diversions, and any subsequent restoration of drainage that may be necessary
- Information about the location and construction of permanent drainage and water-control systems
- Specifications and planting schedules for ground-cover plants to minimize erosion and establish conditions that will increase survival rates of other vegetation and trees
- For areas where trees can be planted, planting specifications, and schedules to make use of the new humic layer generated by ground cover
- Other information pertaining to the conditions on the mining permit and required by statute.

Quarries have impermeable surfaces, such as their floors, a characteristic that can lead to rapid runoff rates. Water-control methods must ensure that erosion does not take place in the quarry or where the runoff leaves the site. Water and erosion control is an important aspect of the operation and reclamation of quarries and is discussed widely in the literature (Washington Department of Ecology, 1992; Banks and others, 1981; Amimoto, 1978; Foster, 1991, Goldman and others, 1986; Gray and Leiser, 1982). It will not be discussed in detail in this article.

RECLAMATION TECHNIQUES

Highwalls and Benches

Several methods of reclaiming quarry walls are effective in achieving stable slopes and land that can be used after the quarrying operation ceases. Shaping the tall rock faces and engineered benches created during production blasting can be particularly difficult. Selective blasting is one method of producing the desired natural appearance and stabilizing a site. If cliffs will be part of the final configuration of the reclaimed quarry, then chutes, spurs, scree slopes, and rough cliff faces can be created by blasting in strategically...
placed holes. The result will be elimination of flat surfaces (Fig. 2) (Coppin and Bradshaw, 1982). Proper blasting of highwalls leaves rough surfaces that can provide habitat for birds such as cliff swallows. However, the remaining rough surface should be free of loose rock.

If highwalls are part of the reclaimed configuration, rounding the top edges of the quarry, creating a 10-foot-high by 15-foot-wide bench, or placing a berm at the top of the quarry (Fig. 2) will improve safety by slowing access and reducing the effective height of the final face.

Selective blasting can also be used to reclaim benches (Fig. 3) that may otherwise be obtrusive and not blend with natural surroundings. However, if blasting of benches is impractical or dangerous, the benches that remain should be about 40 feet wide to accommodate revegetation. The surface of these benches should slope toward the highwall to trap the moisture and fine particles that will enhance revegetation. At least 3 feet of topsoil should be placed on the inside part of the bench to serve as a stable rooting medium. Trees planted on these benches or elsewhere on a highwall will break up the line of the face and conceal rectilinear features (Figs. 1, 4).

Reclamation blasting (also referred to as blast casting) that reduces the entire highwall to a scree slope or an overburden slope is in essence a cut-and-fill method. However, this process can be used only if there is sufficient material remaining in a setback behind the quarry face to create the desired slope. Mining past these setbacks is not permitted by the Department.

Blasting to eliminate an entire highwall uses a pattern of progressively shallower holes—that is, if a highwall is 60 feet high and the desired slope is 3H:1V, the blast holes closest to the highwall face should be drilled 30 feet deep, or half the height of the highwall. The second, third, and fourth rows away from the face should be drilled to depths of 25, 20, and 15 feet, respectively (Fig. 5); the row of holes extends 90 feet back from the highwall. This method of creating slopes is usually more economical than backfilling (Thorne, 1991; Petrunyak, 1986). Blast casting may not work in overburden that has been moved because shot holes may not stay open in unconsolidated materials.

At some quarries, blasting to reduce the exposed highwall is not recommended because the resulting increased surface disturbance may cause unexpected slope failure on adjacent land. Therefore, the impact of blasting the highwall should be carefully considered when preparing the operating and reclamation plan (U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 1992).

Backfilling against a steep quarry wall using either material on the site or imported material is generally not recommended for reclamation. Backfilling will be cost effective only if enough appropriate overburden material is perched above the quarry and can be readily moved into position (Fig. 6). Therefore, plans should ensure that ade-

---

Figure 5. Shot holes drilled to progressively shallower depths provide a blast pattern that will reduce highwall height, create a 3H:1V slope, and prepare the quarry site for revegetation.

Figure 6. In the top photo, overburden is stacked on top of a highwall left by mining, ready to be bulldozed into position. The short push will reduce the cost of reclamation. In the bottom photo, moving of overburden into position for reclamation is nearly complete. Overburden has been pushed over the highwall with a bulldozer. Blast casting was attempted here to reduce costs; however, the shot holes could not be kept open because the overburden is unconsolidated. The final reclaimed slopes allow easy escape from the pond and will be revegetated. Lower photo by M. A. Shawver.
Figure 7. This slope was backfilled using material from the site. Additional material needed could not be taken from adjacent land because it was not part of the permit area. The expense of hauling in material made reclamation costs for this segment higher than the actual value of the rock mined. The belly scraper used to place material compacted the slope to make landsliding less likely. Alder trees, which are nitrogen-fixing plants that enhance soil fertility, will be used in revegetation to complete the reclamation of this segment.

Figure 8. Quarry slopes that are backfilled should be compacted so that the final slope is stable; a 3H:1V slope (with terraces, if it is long) is generally a stable angle. Topsoil should be spread over the compacted slope to make revegetation possible.

Appropriate amounts of material to accomplish reclamation are left in the setback area at the site. If a quarry has been mined to the permit boundary, however, backfilling is the only way to accomplish reclamation. For a quarry located in a residential or populated area, backfilling is recommended only if no other alternatives exist for creating safe slopes (Fig. 7).

Regardless of the means of creating a slope, topsoil should be pushed onto the slope to promote revegetation.

Slopes

Stability is the first concern for slopes created by either blasting or backfilling during reclamation of the quarry. Once a material is blasted, it is no longer considered consolidated. If reclamation blasting is used to form a slope, a final angle of about 3H:1V is generally required for stability, topsoil application, and revegetation. If no revegetation is necessary, such as on a scree slope of large boulders or where there is sufficient clay content in the backfill material for natural reseeding to be successful, then the slope may be as steep as 1.5H:1V.

Compaction of soil is necessary on many backfilled slopes to enhance stability and lessen the danger of saturating fill with water, which may cause it to liquify and fail. Temporary protection of the slope during the backfill operation may be necessary if backfilling occurs over a long period and planting of permanent vegetation must be delayed. Temporary methods that may be necessary to protect bare soils from rain or snowmelt runoff include seeding the slope with grasses or covering it with plastic sheeting, mulches, or matting.

Slopes backfilled for reclamation can be prone to erosion and gully if they are smooth, flat, and long. As slope length and steepness increase, runoff velocity increases. This in turn increases the capability of water to detach and transport soil particles. With faster runoff, less infiltration and more erosion will occur. Careful location of drainage and water-control features will enhance slope stability and revegetation potential (Banks and others, 1981; Washington Department of Ecology, 1992).

Slopes longer than 75 feet should be shaped with rounded, natural-appearing terraces or benches to break the slope length and thereby reduce the velocity of water runoff (Fig. 8).

Pit Floors

For most subsequent uses, impermeable pit floors of solid rock should be blasted to fracture the rock (Fig. 4) so that water can drain slowly from the site. In addition, compacted ground and overburden on the floor should be ripped before placing topsoil to create seed beds for revegetation. Before deep ripping or tilling compacted mine wastes or soils, at least one backhoe pit should be dug on the site to determine how deep tilling must penetrate to reach below the compacted zone.

Rippers are mounted on heavy equipment and consist of a vertical shank or shanks that can crack or shatter compacted or hard areas to depths from 2 to 7 feet. Using rippers with longer-than-normal shanks and heavier points will decrease the need for equipment repairs and do a better job of ripping. A rule of thumb: ripper spacing should be less than or equal to the depth of ripping.

If topsoil is replaced using rubber wheeled equipment, ripping may be necessary to loosen this soil before planting either ground cover or trees. The drawback to ripping...
slopes is that it can increase instability and erosion on slopes of 3H:1V or steeper. The quality of topsoil should not be degraded by mixing it with subsoils during the ripping process.

Mounds, hills, and boulder piles can be left on the quarry floor to vary the otherwise flat topography of the site. They should be covered with soil and seeded to control erosion and improve the appearance of the site, consistent with the subsequent land use.

Topsoil is placed on the surface as a last step before planting. In general, sloping the pit floor toward a highwall will prevent sheet runoff and retain soils and fine material on the site.

**Overburden and Waste Piles**

Many quarry operations have large amounts of overburden and create excessive amounts of waste rock. Some operators fail to make provision for storing this material in a stable area. Before the overburden is moved, vegetation should be cleared and drainage planned for the storage site. A properly compacted waste pile with drainage and water diversions is shown in Figure 9 (left). Topsoil should be placed over this compacted fill to promote self-sustaining vegetation. Undrained and uncompact fill (Fig. 9, right) dumped over vegetation and without drainage is prone to mass wasting and landslides.

Failure to remove overburden before mining will leave the overburden undercut and unstable. It may also result in landslides (Fig. 10).

**REVEGETATION**

Once the pit floor has been ripped and topsoil replaced on the floor and slopes, revegetation should begin as soon as possible during the next appropriate growing season. Well-planned planting or seeding can contribute to slope stability (Fig. 11). Topsoil replacement and revegetation should follow suggestions given in Norman and Lingley (1992).

For cliffs and highwalls that remain, rock-face texture will determine the potential for later plant growth. Broken and fissured rock faces that retain abundant fine material will eventually support plants. A solid rock face with nothing more than artificial ledges will have plants only on ledges that accumulate enough soil.

In general, most slopes of 3H:1V that have a soil cover can support self-sustaining vegetation. The choice of plants will be dictated by the slope material and climate. Selecting plants that do well on scree slopes or in coarse substrate helps assure successful revegetation.

Soils and fine sediments can be placed in pockets and holes at low spots on the quarry floor. These pockets retain moisture that will enhance the growth of trees planted there. Where coarse rock overlies rocky subsoil on slopes and floors and 2-year-old seedlings are to be planted, rocks should be arranged to make a hole that will hold approximately 5 gallons of high-quality soil. There must be a layer of appropriate subsoil at shallow depth into which roots can grow.
grow. There should be no air pockets in the soil or materials below it.

Mounds of coarse material left on the pit floor or elsewhere in the quarry will drain quickly. Plants on such mounds will be susceptible to drought. Mature trees growing on mounds may topple in strong winds because of poorly developed root systems. Topsoil placement and choice of plants can avoid some of these problems.

It is more difficult to accomplish reclamation in eastern Washington because that part of the state has less precipitation, as well as lower nutrient availability, coarser grained soils, and higher and lower temperatures than western Washington. Wind erosion, a significant factor in eastern Washington, removes newly formed clay and silt from the soil. In general, conditions are harsher, and successful revegetation requires selection of proper plant species, appropriate timing of planting, adequate fertilization, and the presence of organic matter (Fig. 12).

WET QUARRIES

Quarried areas commonly include a seep or spring. These water sources can be included in the design and construction of a pond or wetland (Fig. 13). Many suggestions for reclamation of mined sites as wetlands and lakes discussed in Norman and Lingley (1992) can be applied to quarry reclamation. For example, quarries reclaimed as lakes (Fig. 14) will provide wildlife habitat. Islands for nesting sites can be made from rock processing waste. A variety of trees and shrubs should be provided for desired habitat diversity.

RCW 78.44 requires that there are places provided for people and animals to get out of deep water at a reclaimed site (RCW 78.44.090 (1b)). Scree slopes, bench steps, or gentle slopes along shorelines create shallow areas that offer easy escape from the water (Fig. 15).

SUMMARY

This article has discussed some ideas, techniques, and guidelines for reclaiming quarries. For a further discussion of reclamation strategies, critical elements of topsoil removal, storing, and replacing, and revegetation, see Norman and Lingley (1992).
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Figure 14. Sketch plan of a wet quarry after final reclamation showing shallow areas, island nesting sites, and a rounded natural appearance. Scree slopes and flat, shallow areas provide access or escape around the entire perimeter of the lake. No scale is implied.


Figure 15. Top photo shows post-mining unclaimed steep slopes. The bottom photo was taken a week later, after soil was pushed down to form slopes and flat areas for escape from the pond.
Reclamation Alternatives

(Continued from page 10)

RECLAMATION WITH PRODUCTION

There is a fourth method of reclamation which offers significant benefits to quarries having conditions for which the method is suited. It is a relatively new development in which stripping, reclamation and production take place at the same time.

Reclamation with production is intended for use in quarries where the overburden ratio is very high—as much as one to one or higher. At several Pennsylvania quarries, stone is mined from benches 50 to 60 feet or more in height after as much as 65 to 70 feet of waste rock overburden has been removed. Up to 75 percent of the overburden is cast by blasting into a previously-mined pit where the rest is pushed over by a bulldozer.

PLAN REQUIRED

A detailed mining plan should be developed to maintain an uninterrupted supply of production stone as well as full economic benefit. With production reclamation, labor and equipment costs are much lower. Generally, the only equipment needed is a bulldozer to push off the overburden that has not been cast to spoil by blasting.

The cost of drilling and explosives for this method will be higher than for normal stripping. However, it will be only a fraction of the cost of separate stripping program plus the cost of running equipment to the stockpile from there back to the highwall.

DESIGN FACTORS

Careful blast design is an essential ingredient in production reclamation. Blast holes should be in the medium diameter range for drilling economy, for flexibility in adjusting the drill pattern, and for speed and accuracy.

EXPLOSIVES SELECTION

Explosives should be selected on the basis of reliable performance at high energy levels. The basic idea of blast casting is to move as much overburden as possible completely off the bench. Economizing on explosives may negate much of the economic value of the method.

DELAY BLASTING

Delay blasting will be required, both for control of vibrations and for effective shot movement. In general, close-interval delay timing on the order of 25 to 50 milliseconds down the highwall and 100 milliseconds on the rows is most effective.

POWDER FACTOR

The powder factor normally will be in the 11/6-pounds per cubic yard range, but will vary according to conditions. For details, contact Atlas Field Technical Operations at (717) 386-3071.

TENNESSEE'S GOVERNOR New McWherter was on hand October 6 to help dedicate Skyline Coal Company's new 46-yard dragline on Eagle Mountain, near Dunlap, TN. Skyline President Jim Studer said the big new drag was the only one of its kind in the state. Tennessee Nitrate Technology, the Atlas distributor in Dunlap, is supplying explosives and handling downhole loading with two PowerAN emulsion blend trucks on the project.

PIONEER JOINS DISTRIBUTOR RANKS

Two days after Christmas some seven years ago, Paul Fleuriel, Jr. found himself out of a job he held for more than 22 years. That job as superintendent of a general contracting firm gave him experience bidding and overseeing blasting operations, and he earned his Massachusetts blasting license.

Paul's son, Paul Fleuriel III, was employed as a blaster in training, with over six years experience. They did some research and found a need for an explosives distributor that offered a blasting service. On February 1, 1981 Pioneer Explosives & Supply, Inc. was formed. Using one pick-up truck with day boxes, Paul and his son began servicing Western Massachusetts with explosives.

Another challenge awaited Pioneer Explosives in securing a magazine site.

"Convincing a zoning board that storing explosives is safe was not an easy task," Paul recalls. "Meetings produced little results."

In a bold move, Pioneer suggested a public meeting he held with the zoning board members in attendance. In a packed town hall, Pioneer Explosives conducted a presentation on explosives, handling, storage and security. Experts were present to answer questions. Two weeks later a zoning variance was secured and Pioneer moved magazines into its storage site.

"The first two years was tough sledding. We relied on our spouses incomes to pull us through while we built up the business," Paul indicated. Over the years, Pioneer's sales volume has increased steadily. The sales area was expanded to include Northern Connecticut and Southern Vermont. With Pioneer's reputation for service established, quarry shot service was started in 1985.

"Up until then, Irec was our main competitor," explained Paul Fleuriel. "In a letter to his customers, Paul indicated that Independent's purchase could bring it the departure of some of its products from the market place in the foreseeable future.

"It is my feeling that a change of supplier was in the best interests of Pioneer Explosives and the valued customers we serve."

After meeting with several explosive suppliers, Pioneer decided that a change to Atlas Powder Company would allow them to continue to service customer needs in the manner to which they had been accustomed.

Today, Pioneer Explosives and Supply, Inc. has 12 trucks on the road including a emulsion pump truck. A staff of 16 people stand ready with Atlas products to service the construction industry in Massachusetts, Southern Vermont and Northern Connecticut.
Limestone Quarry Restoration
A Geomorphological Approach to

Peter Gagen and John Gunn
A broad range of geomorphic processes can shape landscapes, and one of these processes is limestone quarrying. Limestone is a sedimentary rock composed primarily of calcium carbonate, which is formed from the fossil remains of marine organisms. Limestone is one of the most widely used building materials in the world, and its extraction is a major contributor to the global extraction of mineral resources.

**Study Area**

The area of interest is located in the Peak District, and the study focuses on the extractive industry and the potential for geomorphic processes to affect the landscape. The study area is characterized by a rich history of quarrying, with numerous limestone quarries scattered throughout the region.

**Limestone Quarries as a Geomorphic Process**

Limestone quarries are natural depressions in the landscape, and their development can significantly alter the geomorphology of the surrounding area. The extraction of limestone involves the removal of large volumes of rock, which can lead to significant changes in the landscape. These changes include the formation of depressions, the creation of new landforms, and the alteration of surface water drainage patterns.

**Environmental Planning**

The environmental impact of limestone quarrying is a concern, and there is a need for planning and management to mitigate these impacts. The study highlights the importance of considering the geomorphic processes associated with limestone quarrying in the planning and development of the area. This includes the identification of areas at risk of erosion and the development of strategies to minimize the environmental impact of the industry.

**Conclusion**

The study of geomorphological processes is crucial for the understanding and management of limestone quarrying. By considering the natural processes that shape landscapes, we can develop more sustainable and environmentally responsible practices. The research described in this chapter is a study of the geomorphology of limestone quarries and its impact on the environment.
LANDFORMS OF LIMESTONE QUARRIES

...
Landforms Resulting from Quarry Operations

The age of the quarry face and the angle of the faces are the two main factors that influence the size and shape of the landforms resulting from quarry operations. These landforms can be divided into two main categories: those resulting directly from quarrying operations and those resulting from processes that follow the quarrying process, such as rock slope failure and slope instability.

Observations of these changes and the distribution of quarried rock types are important for understanding the potential for further instability and the need for stabilization measures.
Figure 8.4 Diagram of (a) blast faceting cone and (b) rock buttress

Landforms Modified by Quarry Operations
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and so reduced contamination of the blasted stone. It also revealed the presence

be worked. Many of the quarries excavated prior to the 1930s possess this cleared

of joints and natural fractures, the deeper of which were selected for quarfing.
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2. Columnar blocks of limestone

3. Bedding plane realignment and associated fractures

4. Widened vertical/sub-vertical joints and blast fractures

5. Tension fractures between buttress and line of face

Geoecmorphology in Environmental Planning
The Blasting Design

Techniques and criteria for choosing the method of excavation for a particular site are based on a detailed analysis of the Blasting Design. This process involves an initial assessment of the site conditions and the objectives of the excavation. The design process is iterative and requires input from multiple disciplines, including geotechnical engineers,爆破 engineers, and site managers. The Blasting Design must be tailored to the specific site and the requirements of the project.

The Blasting Design process involves several key steps:

1. Site Assessment: A thorough assessment of the site is conducted to determine the geological conditions, the size and shape of the excavation, and the available resources.
2. Blasting Design: Based on the site assessment, a Blasting Design is created. This design includes the selection of the appropriate blasting method, the determination of the blasting parameters, and the selection of the appropriate explosives.
3. Blasting Plan: The Blasting Plan details the specific steps for the blasting operation, including the sequence of operations, the timing of the blasting, and the safety procedures.
4. Blasting Execution: The blasting operation is executed according to the Blasting Plan.
5. Post-Blasting Assessment: After the blasting operation, a post-blasting assessment is conducted to evaluate the results and to make any necessary adjustments to the Blasting Design.

The Blasting Design process is critical for ensuring the success of the blasting operation and for minimizing the impact on the environment and the safety of the workers.

Controls on Quarry Landform Development

The problems which initially led to the use of geomorphological criteria in determining quarry landform development continue to be of concern. The geomorphological approach to quarry landform development is important for minimizing the impact of quarrying on the landscape, while also providing opportunities for the long-term sustainability of the area. The geomorphological approach involves a consideration of the natural processes that shape the landscape and the potential for the landscape to recover after quarrying.

The geomorphological approach to quarry landform development involves the following key steps:

1. Site Assessment: A thorough assessment of the site is conducted to determine the geological conditions, the size and shape of the excavation, and the available resources.
2. Geomorphological Criteria: Based on the site assessment, geomorphological criteria are developed. These criteria include the selection of appropriate landform types, the determination of the appropriate landform sizes, and the selection of the appropriate landform locations.
3. Blasting Design: The Blasting Design is created based on the geomorphological criteria. This design includes the selection of the appropriate blasting method, the determination of the blasting parameters, and the selection of the appropriate explosives.
4. Blasting Plan: The Blasting Plan details the specific steps for the blasting operation, including the sequence of operations, the timing of the blasting, and the safety procedures.
5. Blasting Execution: The blasting operation is executed according to the Blasting Plan.
6. Post-Blasting Assessment: After the blasting operation, a post-blasting assessment is conducted to evaluate the results and to make any necessary adjustments to the Blasting Design.

The geomorphological approach to quarry landform development is an important tool for ensuring the success of the blasting operation and for minimizing the impact on the environment and the safety of the workers.

The Blasting Design process is critical for ensuring the success of the blasting operation and for minimizing the impact on the environment and the safety of the workers.
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Figure 8.5  Diagram of a section of blasted quarry face

Figure 8.6  Blast fracture pattern initiation
The ability to predict the likely future development of a blasted rock face by:

**RESTORATION BLASTING**

...
POLICY AND PLANNING IMPLICATIONS

Enhancing the public's understanding of the need for environmental protection and the restrictions imposed by the law. The successful implementation of the Environmental Protection Act requires a comprehensive approach to land use planning. The Act places a high emphasis on integrated land use planning and conservation. It also recognizes the importance of community involvement in decision-making processes.

Institutional and coordination of special rock landforms

Institutional: The Act, as a whole, provides the framework for the implementation of the Environmental Protection Act. It establishes the National Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA) as the primary body responsible for overseeing the implementation of the Act. The NEPA is empowered to develop guidelines, issue permits, and enforce penalties for violations of the Act.

Coordination: The Act requires various government agencies and organizations to work together to ensure effective implementation. This coordination is facilitated through the establishment of inter-agency committees and task forces.

Four specific objectives have been identified:

1. Conservation of special rock landforms

Their implementation and coordination require the involvement of various stakeholders, including government agencies, local communities, and the private sector. The Act also encourages public participation in decision-making processes.

CONCLUSION

The Environmental Protection Act is a comprehensive approach to land use planning and conservation. It recognizes the importance of integrating environmental protection into land use planning. The Act is designed to protect the environment while promoting sustainable development. The successful implementation of the Act requires a coordinated effort among various stakeholders, including government agencies, local communities, and the private sector.
Conclusion

The establishment of a Geomorphicological approach to Limnological Resource...
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RECLAIM BLASTING TECHNIQUES CUT RECLAMATION COSTS 50%

Dearco Drilling prefers powerful high velocity primers such as the 36 cartridge of POWER PRIMER.

In 30 years of blasting, Stanley Dearstynyne, owner of Dearco Drilling, Somers, CT, has drilled and shot rock for just about any purpose known to man. Last year, when the Feldspar Corporation faced high reclamation costs for a mined-out quarry, Stanley employed a little-known technique called reclaim blasting to cut the cost in half.

Reclaim blasting is not new, says Dearstynyne, whose firm services eight quarries in CT and MA. It is unfamiliar to many, he says, because only in recent years has reclamation become a major factor in overall mining costs.

In this technique, rows of holes are drilled in stair-step fashion in the final highwall and loaded with explosives. When a reclaim blast is executed, the upper half of the highwall is laid back on a sloping angle while rock cast from the upper highwall cascades into the pit, backfilling against the lower half of the highwall. Final grading to the desired slope angle is done by dozer.

Reclaim blasting eliminates or greatly reduces the high cost of backfill by truck haul. As a rule, the deeper the pit, the greater the savings.

Next-to-last highwall shot is fired and shows a well-contained blast in action.

Reclaiming Feldspar Quarry

The Feldspar Corporation of Spruce Pine, NC, operates a feldspar surface mine in Portland and a plant at Middletown, CT. Typically, the company mines a series of surface outcrops that attain dimensions of 800 feet in length, a depth of 70-80 feet, and a pit width of 120 feet before mining ceases.

This occurs when inclusions of mica schist, a contaminant in the feldspar production process, become excessive. When this happens, the selective mining of ore becomes uneconomical.

The Town of Portland has an ordinance which requires mine operators to backfill and re-vegetate mined-out pits to a maximum slope angle of 2:1. As the Feldspar Gotta/Wannerstrom Quarry neared the end of its productive life, Plant Manager William Condron began to study methods and costs of complying with the ordinance.

One obvious, but costly, solution was to haul dry clean tailings a distance of 12 miles from the plant to backfill against the highwall. This would require a loader and operator at the plant and one or more tractor trailers and operators. A preliminary estimate by the Town Council set the backfill quantity at 1,500,000 tons.

Feldspar had the advantage of its reclamation records which indicated that, over the life of the mine, approximately 500,000 tons of ore had been extracted. Using this figure, company engineers determined it would take a minimum of 150,000 tons to achieve a 2:1 slope at a hauling cost of $1.25 per ton. With dozer work and re-vegetation, the estimated reclamation cost was $200,000.

At the suggestion of Dearco Drilling, Feldspar agreed to try reclaim blasting. Fortunately, the quarry had not been mined up to the property lines. Proper execution of reclaim blasting requires a setback equal to the number of rows in the shot times the burden on each row.

Basic reclamation of the mined-out quarry was completed late last summer after a total of 115,000 tons of rock was blasted. When re-vegetation is completed, the cost will total about half of the original $200,000 estimate.

Design For Reclaim Blasting

A typical reclamation blast took place when the Gotta/Wannerstrom quarry had been almost completely reclaimed and only two more highwalls were required.

Dearco Drilling placed 58 holes in the highwall in four rows on a 9X9 staggered pattern. Holes were 3 1/2 inches diameter drilled 30 feet deep in the front row - half the height of the 60-foot highwall. The second, third, and fourth rows were drilled to depths of 25, 20, and 15 feet respectively.

Each hole was primed with a 2 1/2x16 cartridge of POWER PRIMER high explosive and a BLASTMASTER 400 ms in-hole delay detonator. This was followed by ANFO poured from bags or, in wet holes, 2 1/2x16 cartridges of APEX 260 emulsion explosive. Each hole was top-capped with a BLASTMASTER 450 ms in-hole delay detonator in another 2 1/2x16 cartridge of POWER PRIMER. Stemming was six feet.

The site of the blast was only about 800 feet from the nearest home, so the shot was designed for one hole per delay and a maximum of 150 pounds per delay. This was done by using BLASTMASTER 17 ms surface delays to hole and BLASTMASTER 42 ms surface delays from row to row. As loaded, the shot contained 6,200 pounds of explosives. Powder factor was about 1.3 tons per pound.

The vibration level from this shot was recorded at 0.05 ips and the decibel reading was 122.

For additional details, contact Vincent Thorn at (617) 631-4835.®
HOG RANCH MINE GETS HIGH MARKS FOR INNOVATION

Text, Photos
by Jeff Fontana, Susanville District

The huge green trucks rumble along on a predictable schedule, hauling 50 tons of earth and rock on wide dirt roads. Nearby, gigantic power loaders scoop up tons of earth in a single bite. Behind a waiting line of trucks, sprinklers hiss as they spray a mist over a leveled mesa of crushed stone.

The scene could be from any of the open pit, heap leach gold mines that have popped up in the Great Basin over the past decade. But a closer look at this mine in BLM's Surprise Resource Area reveals that something different is going on. This mine in Washoe County, Nevada's high desert, is actually shutting down. Crews are not mining ore, but instead are repairing the scars they created in the quest for microscopic flecks of the precious metal.

Geologists, engineers and equipment operators will walk away from the Hog Ranch Gold Mine three years from now. They will not vacate a scene dominated by gaping pits and a maze of roads. Rather, mine operators plan to leave a landscape of terraced slopes covered with grasses. Wildlife and wild horse herds will feed in this area once dominated by thundering equipment.

"Reclamation of this mine has been underway ever since we began mining and pouring gold," explains Hog Ranch mine manager Butch Moore. "We began repairing the land in 1987 and have been reclaiming concurrently with our mining operations since then."

As a result, nearly 500 acres of the 720-acre mine site are now reclaimed. Pits that yielded millions of tons of gold-bearing ore are partially filled and their sharp benches rounded over. Crews have ripped up many of the highway-wide haul roads and contoured them to match the surrounding countryside. Grass now stands two feet tall in some of these areas. And roads that once led exploratory crews in search of new deposits no longer exist.

From a distance, the Hog Ranch mine looks like a typical Great Basin open pit gold mine. But on closer inspection, this small but savvy organization is breaking new ground in more ways than one.
The rubble left by exploratory blasting and drilling has been bulldozed into smooth contours and seeded with grass. Workers hauled away scrap metal piles and buildings that were no longer needed and have started turning the sites into seed beds.

Hog Ranch's concurrent reclamation is shortening time necessary to repair the site after the mine's life. It is also providing economic savings for Western Mining Corporation, and allowing the mine to continue recovering gold.

The BLM has helped plan and monitor work that will improve the appearance of the closed mine site. And in at least one instance, Hog Ranch has moved to the forefront of reclamation techniques.

"We needed to plan very carefully for reclamation at this mine," explained Surprise RA geologist Joe McFarlan. "We get very little rainfall, about 10 inches a year. Additionally, quality topsoil to support vegetation is at a premium. It's only about two inches deep in most areas."

Because of those limitations, all mine development was carried out with an eye toward future reclamation needs. Before mining ore or building roads, crews scraped away the precious topsoil. They stockpiled the soil near the pits, waste rock piles and roads they would repair later. Fill material was also piled in easy to reach areas.

"In addition to the obvious benefit of saving all the topsoil we could, our methods of strategically placing this material meant that we could later replace topsoil using bulldozers," explained mine superintendent Dan Smith. "That's much cheaper than hauling."

BLM range staff members and the Susanville District botanist worked with the mine officials to concoct a drought tolerant, fast-growing seed mixture of wheatgrass, fescue and bluegrass. These grasses also are favored by wildlife and wild horses. This mixture was broadcast over reclaimed areas.

"Even with six years of drought, they've had excellent growth in most areas," McFarlan said. BLM specialists have helped mine crews monitor plant growth through the years. They reseeded areas that did not produce grass, and changed the seed mixture where necessary.

A unique undertaking in Hog Ranch's reclamation is a "rinse and remove" process for removal of the leach pads. Some of these flat-topped mountains of crushed rock loom more than 80 feet tall. They were created to facilitate the heap leaching process in which a cyanide solution is flushed through mounds of crushed ore to remove microscopic particles of gold.

The rinse and remove process, unique to this mine, will greatly reduce the visual impact of the leach pads remaining at the closed mine site. It also will enable the mine to keep cash coming in during reclamation.

In the process, water continually rinses through the leach pads, flushing remaining cyanide and the gold it contains. This solution is then processed through carbon columns in the same plant that has been used to recover more than 200,000 ounces of gold since the mine went into operation seven years ago.

After rinsing and sampling to be sure the soil and rock meet environ-

Above, grasses and native vegetation grow in an area that has been reclaimed at the Hog Ranch Mine. To their left, rock and dirt indicate the location of a road that has been ripped up and prepared for seeding. Eventually, it will resemble the right side of the photo.
Working together to Restore the Land

In the world of open pit mining, where measurements are in the scale of thousands of acres and millions upon millions of tons of ore, northwestern Nevada’s Hog Ranch Mine is a lightweight. But what Hog Ranch lacks in size, it makes up in innovation.

Early on, the mine was faced with exploring for ore in a location that hosted a plant called Crosby’s buckwheat. The tiny rare plant was a candidate for listing as threatened. A unique, cooperative venture with BLM led to a transplanted scheme and the plants are now thriving at the mine site. Later, as the mine faced its planned closure and reclamation of disturbed areas, operators came up with innovative techniques that resulted in recovery of still more gold and refilling of mine pits to a level that had not been anticipated.

In fact, Hog Ranch is using techniques to reclaim heap leach pads that are being used no where else in the open pit mining industry. "We feel we are doing some environmentally sound reclamation work here," says mine manager Butch Moore. "We are proud of the progress we’ve made in concurrent reclamation and we would be happy to share our story with anyone interested."

Moore and mine superintendent Dan Smith say they welcome tours of the Hog Ranch Mine, about 50 miles north of Gerlach, Nevada. BLM specialists who have been close to the mine project throughout its life will also participate in tours to relate BLM’s role in the project.

For information on touring the site, call Hog Ranch mine manager Butch Moore at 702.557-2248, or contact BLM geologist Joe McFarlan, Surprise Resource Area.

From left, mine superintendent Dan Smith and mine manager Butch Moore look over an area undergoing reclamation.
WESTERN HOG RANCH GENERAL OPERATIONAL SUMMARY

The Hog Ranch Mine began its operation in early 1986 then expanded to an area called Bell Springs (4.5 miles southwest) in 1990. The operation consisted of several major and minor open pits, several waste dumps, associated haul roads and a heap leach area as well as a process facility. The property was developed on public land administrated by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Cedarville District Office, California.

MINING OPERATIONS

2 Shifts/Day @ 4 Days/Week  Average 32 Shifts/Month

Average Production For The Last 2 Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Production Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ore</td>
<td>5,200 tons/shift 4.5 mile haul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>7,500 tons/shift 0.5 to 3.0 mile haul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Ore Haired to Leach Pads</td>
<td>17,500 tons/shift 0.5 to 1.0 mile haul</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equipment

(5) 50 ton haul trucks (Cat 773)
(2) 5-7 yard loaders (Cat 988S & 988HL)
(3) Dozers (Cat D10N, D8N & D6H)
(1) Back hoe (Cat 225)
(1) Motor Grader (Cat 14G)
(1) Water Wagon (Cat 769C)
(1) Blast hole drill (I.R. DM45)

Bench Height 20'
Drill Pattern Spacing 16' on center and or echelon
Pre-Split 5' to 8' on center

Bell Springs Reserve approx. 700,000 tons Grade 0.044
Mined approx. 900,000 tons Grade 0.046

Reconciliation's 128% on Tonnage and 104% on Grade

CRUSHING

2 Shifts/Day @ 4-5 Days/Week  Average 32-34 Shifts/Month

Average Production 8,500 tons/day

Ore was agglomerated from 1986 to 1991. Lime was added after 1991 for pH balance only. Analytical analysis indicated the ore would need approximately 80 lbs of cement to be properly agglomerated. This would not be cost effective.

Crushed Ore was initially stacked by conveyors (1986 to 1990) after 1990 Crushed Ore was trucked dumped onto the leach pads.
RECLAMATION

Reclamation was concurrent with operations from 1987 to the present. To date the only reclamation remaining are the leach pads, process facilities, and office/shop areas. Reclamation practices far exceed the operational permit.

Examples:

- Pit high walls have been drilled and shot then re-contoured and seeded.
- Pit high walls have been re-contoured and seeded.
- Pits have been back-filled and re-contoured and seeded.
- Waste dumps have been re-contoured to 3:1 slopes rather than angle of repose.

The reclamation seed mixture was developed for a drought resistant environment and to survive for only a few years until the natives can take over. Reclamation has been very successful as to date. The BLM has recognized and sign off 500 reclaimed acres out of a disturbance of approximately 700 acres.

Reclamation costs average approximately $550/acre.

LEACH PADS

To date approximately 60% of the Cyanide Soluble gold has been recovered.

The mine is now in the process of rinsing the spent ore to state standards (on a 10' lift). The rinsed residue is then off-loaded and back-filled into one of the existing pits. This process will push out any cyanide soluble gold while rinsing the leach pads to meet state standards.
Reclamation by blasting cannot be fully utilized unless there is enough area beyond the highwall for the drill pattern. Above is a cross section through the highwall illustrating this.

Reclamation Alternatives

(Reprinted from the September 1966 issue of Pit & Quarry.)

By Conny Postupack
Atlas Powder Consultant

The cost of reclamation has become an important factor in quarry economics. As a result, operators are seeking to compare differences in reclamation costs when they have the option to choose one of the four basic methods of reclamation.

No all quarries have a choice, but where a choice is possible, the ability to reduce expected reclamation costs may turn a "no go" situation into a viable stone producing operation.

FOUR METHODS OF RECLAMATION

There are four basic methods of reclaiming depleted mining areas:
- backhaul and fill;
- highwall blasting;
- combined backfill and blasting; and
- simultaneous stripping, reclamation and production.

The choice of a method depends almost entirely upon quarry conditions.

RECLAMATION BY BACKHAUL

This is the most difficult, costly and time-consuming method of reclamation. It involves stockpiling of stripped waste rock and eventual relocation to backfill against the highwall. The aid of a bulldozer is necessary to obtain the desired slope. To reclaim a 100-foot highwall to a 35-degree slope would require approximately 268 cubic yards of backfill per linear foot of highwall.

For quarries with insufficient waste material, the method becomes even more costly. If backfill material must be obtained off the premises, the cost of equipment operation will be greater. There may also be additional cost for the purchase of material.

RECLAMATION BY BLASTING

This method has several important advantages that make it the least expensive and most efficient method for reclaiming. To begin, it is only necessary to drill and blast the existing highwall according to a specific design. A bulldozer can then be used to achieve the desired slope.

The cost of drilling, explosives and the operation of a bulldozer will be much less than the cost of a bulldozer, front end loader and haul truck.

Reclamation by blasting cannot be fully utilized, however, unless there is enough area beyond the highwall for the drill pattern. The upper slope, created by blasting, angles upward and outward from the middle of the highwall. The lower slope, formed by the fall of shot rock, extends downward and outward to the quarry floor.

A typical drill design for the rows of holes is to drill to increasing depth. The exact burden and spacing is an important factor. If a row of holes does not break as designed, it will be difficult to get back on the shot to re-drill or to complete the slope with a bulldozer.

An important advantage that the method requires less than half of the material that would be required if backfilled by equipment. The necessary material is obtained from the highwall itself.

The choice of this method may enable the need to go elsewhere for additional material. On the other hand, some quarries with excessive waste stone may question the economics of this method since they must handle the waste anyway. For these quarries, there may be a solution in a different method which will be discussed later.

The delay blasting pattern and the powder factor is important. Besides the usual considerations of controlling fly rock and vibration, the displacement of material should be controlled so as to minimize the work of a bulldozer.

RECLAMATION BY SHOOTING AND BACKHAUL

In certain situations, it may be necessary to incorporate blasting with mechanical backhaul. A depleted quarry that does not have sufficient area behind the face for the full drill pattern needed to supply material for total reclamation by blasting may require other methods.

In this case, the operator may choose a combination method of blasting and backfill. Reclamation can be completed at significantly less cost than if he had chosen to backfill the entire highwall area.

The method is safer as well. Track operation to the full height of the steep slopes can be hazardous.

(Continued on page 11)

Face Lift for Buffalo Bill Dam

(Continued from page 9) The work with horizontal litter holes drilled with a platform crane-lifted track drill. Due to the extensive vertical jointing of the granite, this method worked very well.

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation has been involved with a large number of Wyoming water resources projects for more than 80 years. On the Shoshone Canyon project, Bill McCormick is Project Manager.

Paul Moltz, owner of Moltz Contractors, is acting Construction Manager on the joint venture. Tom Barnard is Project Manager and Larry Brower is General Superintendent. Fred Pepper is Steel Superintendent. Freddie Williams is Rundle Superintendent and Nick Pelino is Open Cut Superintendent.

Gilbert Dopp is Office Manager, Rich Rosenberg is Carpenter Superintendent and John Parry is Mechanical Superintendent.

ASI-Tezak-Moltz is working two shifts in the tunnels and one shift on the open work. An average of 60 salaried and hourly people are employed.

Atlas explosives and blasting supplies are supplied by Western States Energy Inc. from its Butte, Montana location. Site Manager Jerry Robbins, a former hard rock miner in Montana, assists in shot design and explosive selection. Special delay blasting and explosives loading designs were furnished by Tom Short, Atlas Senior Technical Representative.

For details, contact Western States at (406) 782-4261.

(The above text is not fully legible due to the quality of the image, but it appears to be related to the reclamation of granite highwalls and the use of blasting for this purpose.)